
ConstructionConstruction
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Exterior Wall Repair Using
 Rope and Scaffold

We are one of the few companies in Japan that 
performs large-scale renovation work on 
condominiums and buildings, and can provide 
proposals for both work using regular 
scaffolding and work using rope access.

Our Business

Condominium, building owners and real estate companies
Referral target

Our  goa l  i s  to  become  the  bes t  
company in Japan that  can make 
customers smile as a company that 
pe r fo rms  both  rope  acces s  and  
scaffolding construction.

category

URL

Mail
https://meiseitosou.com/
info@meiseitosou.com

MEISEI Co., Ltd.

My dream

HONMA, Yukihiro

Painters to protect
Rev Biken

General architectural painting    
 （ Painting )

Our Business

House builders, remodeling
companies, apartment and
condominium owners

Referral target

To create an environment where all
craftsmen can shine and all customers
can be satisfied

My dream

category

Mail rev.biken@gmail.com

ISHIKAWA, Genki

Land Risk Research Company 
that Investigates the Risk of Disasters 

My specialty is "Land Disaster Risk Management."
As a geotechnical engineer, I can provide a report on 
the disaster risks (such as landslides, floods, ground 
subsidence, vibrations, and liquefaction) associated 
with any given address. There's no need for me to 
physically visit the site.
My main clients are design offices and construction 
companies, and I primarily operate in 

Our Business

ALC Inc.　

architecture,developer
Referral target

We want to reduce the number of people in the world who suffer from 
disasters.

My dream

category

Mail kamiyama@fixa.asia

 KAMIYAMA, Ken

Interior decorator for 
office design and construction
FIK Inc.

Office design and design construction
services

Our Business

Office relocation, office layout change considerations, office leasing
brokerage

Referral target

To enter the world
through interior
design.

My dream

category

Mail ito@fik-ltd.com

ITO, Shotaro

Order-made architectural hardware
 by a registered architect

Our main business is the design and manufacture 
of architectural hardware in Hanamaki City, Iwate 
Prefecture, and we have a particularly good 
reputation for stainless steel products. We deliver 
hardware not only to local customers, but also to 
well-known facilities throughout the Tohoku 
region. We will meet the expectations of our 
customers by making full use of the skills of 
skilled craftsmen and cutting-edge 3D laser 
processing machines.

Our Business

Architectural hardware manufacturers, construction companies, designers
Referral target

To make people and society happy 
through architecture. To achieve this, 
we want to eliminate the mismatches 
that lead to various problems that 
occur in architecture.

My dream

category

Mail kikugawa-k@kk-hiraga.co.jp

Hiraga Inc.

 KIKUGAWA, Kazufumi

Environmental 
improvement building

materials made of plant materials
BANSEI INSIDE LLC

Plant materials are blended into building 
materials to regulate indoor air quality with 
plants.

Our Business

Local construction companies, house cleaning, remodeling, renovation, house 
building, real estate brokerage, architects, designers, hotel and other 
non-residential development design

Referral target

Our products to become standard 
specifications for homes

My dream

category

Mail shinji.m0585@gmail.com

MIYAGAWA, Shinji

Antioxidant indoor paint
Kowa Inc.

Planning,  manufacturing and sales  of  
antioxidant indoor paints
Air rehomes that revive the body

Our Business

Health-conscious managers and managers who are
engaged in health management.
Housebuilders, design firms, renovation companies
Construction and painting stores

Referral target

Spreading the use of
antioxidant paints to the world
Protecting the bodies of our
loved ones from oxidation

My dream

category

Mail kowa.okamoto@gmail.com

OKAMOTO, Keisuke

Construction contract work
(Wooden houses and apartments)
Takanami Construction Co.

Construction contract work 
(wooden houses and apartments)

Our Business

Real estate agents, real estate investors,
design firms

Referral target

Nurturing people w h o will not blur through construction and real estate
My dream

 category

Mail takanami@t-brandhome.com

TAKANAMI, Toshimitsu



Attracting Customers 
by SEO using Big Words

solidmotion.co,ltd

Our company is committed to showing up in 
the top 3 searches for big words that can 
attract an overwhelming number of visitors.
The reason why we can do this is because we 
are a group of engineers who have been 
studying Google for 15 years and have 
survived. We can help companies that are 
having trouble attracting customers with 
content SEO and listing ads!

Our Business

A company that wants to display its homepage at the top of the first page of a 
Google search in Japan and attract potential customers.

Referral target

Surround yourself with friends who 
want to help you, who you can connect 
with at work and in your personal life.

My dream

category

Mail mozawa620@gmail.com

OZAWA, Mitsuru

Web Advertisements
( Pay-per-click advertising )

Goal Design Force Inc.

We focus on web advertising (pay-per-click 
advertising) and have countless examples of 
how we have improved company sales and 
inquiries using Google and Yahoo web 
advertising. 

Our Business

Managers and executives who want to improve their
company's sales and inquiries, and

Referral target

To energize managers through Web advertising, to energize the 
employees and customers around them, and ultimately to energize the 
people of Japanese society.

My dream

category

Mail s_koyama@goaldesignforce.com

KOYAMA, Shigeo

Sales supportSales support
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Money seminar instructor wanted
for insurance salespeople

We are forming "Money Elementary School," 
an organization that will help the financial 
industry expand the spread of financial  
education that does not rely solely on sales of 
financial products. We are particularly popular 
for helping insurance salespeople, who are 
the most numerous in the financial industry in 
Japan, to create a system where they are not 
"disliked" and "referrals do not stop.

Our Business

Managers in charge of training life and non-life insurance salespeople and 
insurance salespeople

Referral target

Creating a world where parents can 
educate their children about financial 
knowledge for self-protection and 
avoiding financial damage such as 
investment fraud.

My dream

category

Mail hokenrakugo@gmail.com

Money Elementary School Co.

KONDO, Masaki

Establishmentof sales
structure for new services

Success Holding Inc.

As the external  sales manager,  I  have direct  
jurisdiction over the project and will work with you 
to build the overall strategy and tactics. I will also 
brush up on sales materials, as well as measures to 
improve sales reproducibility and market fit of sales 
services. We can also outsource sales personnel by 
assigning our own employees or partners to work on 
a monthly contract basis (with one month's notice of 
termination on both sides).

Our Business

(1) Managers of companies that are thinking of developing new services (other than existing 
ones). (2) Managers who are dissatisfied with their sales organization. (3) Managers of 
companies where only the president is in charge of sales, and they would like to organize the 
sales team. (4) Managers of companies who want to obtain appointments for executives, etc. 
(5) Managers of companies who want to develop distributors. (5) Managers who would like to 
develop distributors.

Referral target

When I die, I will live a life without regrets so that 
I can say, "This was a life that challenged me.

My dream

 category

KOBAYASHI, Daisuke



Legal professionsLegal professions
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Office Regulations and Management Game 
Certified Social Insurance and Labor Consultant

STJ Labor Management Office

Establish company rules through work 
regulations and create an organization 
where all employees work together to create 
profits for the company.

Our Business

Tax accountant/Small business consultant
Referral target

To create a vibrant society where 
everyone lives towards a bright future 
w i th  se l f - re l i ance  and  pe r sona l  
responsibility

My dream

category

URL https://stj-r.jp/
Mail t.hasegawa@stj-r.jp

HASEGAWA, Tetsuya

Progress Accounting Office

Our medical power team will solve all the 
problems of the director.
We will help you realize your dreams.
Director, are you talking about your dream?
We support you to turn that dream into a goal.

Our Business

・Doctors and dentists who are having problems with their tax advisors (seeking a 
second opinion)
Insurance salesman who is connected to more than 50 families of doctors and 
dentists at MDRT or above.

Referral target

We will bring smiles to managers' faces, grow 
with them, and contribute to society. Please 
feel free to contact us for more information.

My dream

category

FUJIMOTO, Yuki

licensed tax accountant
(Medical and dental)

Mail y.fujimoto@prog-tax.com

lawyer
(Venture Law)

Nakamura Law Office

Venture businesses,  which create new 
industries and new jobs, are essential for the 
development and innovation of society. Our 
goal is to help entrepreneurs who are willing 
to take risks and actively take on venture 
businesses by responding flexibly to the 
characteristics and needs of their businesses 
and helping them grow.

Our Business

Venture capitalists, entrepreneurs, investors, etc.
Referral target

To be a trusted lawyer who brightens 
society.

My dream

category

NAKAMURA, Yu

Tax Accountant
(Business start-up and succession)
Kenmochi Accounting Office

Let us take care of your corporate defense.
Every one of your company's transactions 
carries risk. We can help you reduce your 
company's risks not only through tax-saving 
measures, but also by drawing on our 
experience in business restructuring.

Our Business

Those considering starting a business or changing tax accountants.

Referral target

Referral target

To help everyone be happy by solving 
various problems and issues of clients and 
people involved with the members of 
Tres Stella Chapter who have expertise, 
experience, and knowledge in each field.

My dream

category

Mail kazuo@kemmochi-kaikei.com

KENMOCHI, Kazuo

Itou accountant office

Tax Accountant
We are a tax accountant firm that provides 
assistance in a companionable manner, visiting 
clients at least once a month as a rule. We will do 
our best to help you streamline the inputting of 
vouchers, which you will be responsible for doing 
yourself. This will allow you to manage your 
business performance in a timely manner, and we 
will also assist you in developing a budget to 
compare with your business performance.

Our Business

Those who want to see their own performance but are hesitant to enter it 
themselves.

Referral target

All customers should be profitable.
My dream

category

 https://ito-imas.jp/URL

Mail imas@tkcnf.or.jp

tax accountant

ITO, Hiromichi

licensed social insurance
consultant (Grants)

We assist our clients in applying for 
employment-related grants from the Ministry of 
Health, Labor and Welfare. We can help you with 
your business management issues such as "I am 
interested in subsidies, but I don't know what they 
are...", "I want to know what kind of subsidies are 
available in the first place! or "I want to apply for a 
grant, but the procedures are too complicated..." We 
can solve such problems for you! Please feel free to 
contact us for a consultation.

Our Business

Corporations and sole proprietors with at least one employee
Referral target

To make as many business owners as 
possible know how to utilize the grants 
and be pleased with them.

My dream

category

Mail kitada＠sowa-sr.com

Sowa Social Insurance Labor Consultant Office
Business Introduction

KITADA, Shinya

patent attorney

Ohira International Patent Firm

Trademark and patent applications,
general intellectual property matters

Our Business

Those who want to apply for a trademark or patent, or are in trouble with 
intellectual property

Referral target

Japanese Economic Recovery through
Patents

My dream

category

Mail ohira@ohira-patent.com

OHIRA, Kazuyuki

Attorney at Law 
(Criminal Defense)

Berry Best Law Office

Provide legal representation in cases
i n v o l v i n g police involvement.

Our Business

Those who are involved or involved in an incident that involves the police
and are in need of help.

Referral target

To be a lawyer who is respected by
all.

My dream

category

Mail aonuma4123@gmail.com

AONUMA, Takayuki 

Lawyer
 ( Divorce, Gender Issues)

Berry Best Law Office

A general law firm focusing on personal legal 
affairs. In particular, our personal practice 
focuses on divorce and gender issues. We 
s t r i ve  to  re so lve  cases  p rompt l y  and  
accurately based on our extensive experience 
in resolving cases. For those referred by our 
members, we offer a free 30-minute initial 
consultation.

Our Business

Divorce (custody, child support, visitation, property division, marriage expenses, 
pension division)
Those with gender issues (adultery, broken engagement, etc.)
Counselors, detectives, and other professionals with whom we can collaborate.

Referral target

To help many people live brighter lives 
by helping them resolve legal issues.

My dream

category

Mail hihara@vbest.jp

HIHARA, Soichiro 

Administrative Scrivener
(Inheritance procedures)

Green Judicial Scrivener Corporation / Green
Administrative Scrivener Corporation

Inheritance procedures (division of property, 
change of name, renunciation of inheritance, 
etc.)
Our administrative scriveners, who are more 
experienced in the field of inheritance than any 
other lawyers, will be at your side, We will 
support you to realize "amicable and smooth 
inheritance".

Our Business

Funeral home for those
considering inheritance
counseling.

Referral target

To be the best professional firm in Japan
My dream

category

Mail m-nishida@green-osaka.com

NISHIDA, Mio

Lawyers
 ( Traffic Accident )

Akasaka Sanno Law Office

The firm handles a wide range of cases,
including general civil, corporate, and
criminal cases.
Of those cases, more than 50% of the cases I
handle are traffic accident cases, and I 
handle
more than 30 cases a year in traffic accident
cases alone.
We also handle claims for refund of loans,
compensation for damages, and surrender of
real estate.

Our Business

Traffic accident victims, osteopathic clinic owners, insurance agency providers, 
and auto dealers.

Referral target

Creating a system for stable office
management

My dream

category

Mail chiba@akasaka-law.jp

CHIBA, Yohei

Labor and social security attorney 
(IPO and M&A)

Company labor lawyer 
(IPO. M&A support)

Our Business

Small and micro business owners
Referral target

To realize a society in which it is easy to 
w o r k  b y  c r e a t i n g  c omp a n i e s  
throughout Japan that are easy to work 
for (companies that are rewarding to 
work for).

My dream

category

Mail t.usui@otuki.org

Otsuki Management & Labor Consulting Office

USUI, Takahito

(Management planning through self-financing)

(Patent and Trademark)



Legal professionsLegal professions
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Contract drafting ⇆
checking expert(lawyer)

Junko Mariko, Attorney at Law

Wouldn't you like to have a long and smooth business 
relationship with your business partners? To do so, it is 
important to clarify contracts in advance to prevent 
problems. Our attorneys handle dozens of contract 
cases every year, mainly in the area of corporate law, 
and have experience as bankruptcy trustees and 
third-party committee members for local governments, 
etc. We provide support on the legal side.

Our Business

1) Companies that are concerned about contracts, 2) Companies planning to enter new 
business, 3) Tax accountants or social insurance labor consultants who would like to 
consult with their clients about their problems in a casual manner.

Referral target

I want to support long and smooth relationships with our business partners 
through the drafting and checking of contracts." This is my philosophy. 
Rather than dealing with problems after they occur, we help you build a long 
and smooth relationship by preventing problems before they occur.

My dream

category

Mail mariko@sakurai-law.net

MARIKO, Junko

Juhyounomori Law Office

We specialize in handling deletion requests for defamation, 
leakage of personal information, creation of spoof 
accounts, etc. on various social networking services, as well 
as requests for disclosure of sender information in order to 
identify posters. We also provide advice on advance 
measures to prevent leakage of trade secrets and 
customer information by employees (e.g., preparation of 
information security guidelines), as well as on disciplinary 
measures,  such as dismissal,  to be taken against 
employees who leak information.  

Our Business

1. Individuals who are troubled with slander and libel, leakage of personal information, etc.
2. companies and organizations (managers, public relations staff, personnel and labor relations staff, 
etc.) troubled by malicious word-of-mouth, harmful rumors, information leaks, etc.
Examples: Hospitals, dental clinics, beauty salons, real estate companies, car dealers, restaurants, etc.

Referral target

To create a society where everyone can use 
the Internet in a moral manner through 
legislation.

My dream

category

lawyer
(social networking site slander)

Mail lawyer-t.hosoe
　　　　@jyuhyoulaw.ne.jp

HOSOE, Taiki



Support for legal professionalsSupport for legal professionals
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

detective
main shop that handles research

Leave it to us if you are looking for cheating 
or background checks.
We can also handle investigations of various 
other problems such as money and stalking.
We offer a plan that satisfies even those who 
have given up because they think detectives 
are expensive.

Our Business

Lawyers, clients wishing to investigate!
Referral target

I would like to build a third office!
My dream

category

Mail fukaya@shirabeya.jp

FUKAYA, Namiko

Welfare Bank, Inc.

M&A advisory firm specializing in
employment Type A and Type B disability
welfare businesses.

Our Business

Type A and Type B establishments for employment of persons with disabilities 
that would like to be interviewed

Referral target

Toward a society where people can do what
they want, just like Sakana-kun

My dream

category

M&A 
( Disability welfare)

Mail shiraishi@fukushibank.co.jp

SHIRAISHI, Naoyuki

Voluntary Guardianship Skills
Course for Professionals

Katsu Judicial Scrivener

I do courses for professionals to do adult
guardianship and inheritance work.
I share with you my past knowledge,
experience, and sales methods.

Our Business

Professionals interested in inheritance and guardianship services
Referral target

To make Japan a place where children
can grow up believing in adults.

My dream

category

Mail t_katsu@ka-tsu.co

KATSU, Takehito



Superfood - Moringa
imports and wholesales

UTUKUSI Inc.

Through UTUKUSI Corporation, our motto is to 
promote healthy and beautiful people from the 
mind and body. In this context, we are promoting 
Moringa tea, a superfood packed with more than 60 
kinds of nutritional value, throughout Japan. 
Currently, we are promoting Moringa tea high for 
restaurants, and we will create a scheme to let many 
people know about UTUKUSI Moringa tea and make 
it easily available in stores and online stores.

Our Business

Izakaya owner
Referral target

Introduced in 10,000 stores within 3 years. 
UTUKUSI Corporation, to make UTUKUSI 
Moringa Tea known to many people and 
support their inner healthy beauty.

My dream

category

Mail naturallifebyny.yoneyama
　　　　　　　@gmail.com

YONEYAMA, Naoko

Food & BeverageFood & Beverage
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

original Yakuzen-Hanacha, 
‘Royal Flower Tea’

My name is Kinshuku Kojima. I am an expert in 
medicinal prescription that improves the natural 
healing power.I am a Korean-Chinese living in Japan. 
I inherited the secret recipe that I connected for 100 
years from my grandfather, a doctor of Chinese 
medicine. I purchase authentic herbs from the route 
that my grandfather pioneered, and sell 
additive-free, non-caffeine medicinal tea that are 
uniquely blended with them in Japan. And if I have 
the opportunity, I would like to spread medicinal tea 
to the world. As a feature, it is a healthy tea that 
improves the constitution until the body's original 
healing power is improved. If you are interested in or 
want to sell original medicinal tea, please contact 
me.

Our Business

I’ ve named the original tea ／ 
Yakuzen-Hanacha, ‘Royal Flower Tea’ .
 I will help more people be healthier 
worldwide /  with Royal Flower Tea.That's 
my mission.
 I aim to broaden my network of people ／
who have empathy with my vision across 
the globe.

My dream

category

KOJIMA, Kinshuku

tyoukeyakuzen TOKYO Co. Ltd. 

URL https://royalflowertea.tokyo/
Mail zjs1216@gmail.com

Vegetables directly from
farmers that are good for the body

We partner with farmers in various regions to 
deliver pesticide-free vegetables and edible 
flowers.
In addition to fresh produce, we also offer 
lost vegetables, flowers, powder, and other 
dry processed products!

Our Business

Nutrition education advisors and cooking class teachers
Confectionery and Japanese confectionery shops, café owners with a natural 
mindset

Referral target

To work with the whole country and the 
world by using BNI to the fullest! To 
support the rich life of your loved ones 
and their loved ones through [food] and 
[health].

My dream

category

Mail saori.y@dressyfood.co.jp 

YOSHIDA, Saori

dressy food, LLC

Wholesale of 
commercial foodstuffs

Getto Sauce Co.

We always have more than 3,000 items in stock, 
including seasonings, frozen foods, and materials 
for restaurants, and we have everything you need 
in the kitchen! Same-day morning orders can be 
delivered on the same day! We compete on price 
with large volume purchasing and manufacturer 
contracts. Please compare our prices!

Our Business

Restaurants, hospital and nursing home cafeterias
Referral target

To think that at the last moment of 
your life, you were the happiest person 
in the world.

My dream

category

Mail shimizu@gettosauce.co.jp

SHIMIZU, Takashi

Thin-skinned high-sugar mini-tomatoes
Cultivation and Sales

Kureha Corporation

Three of our executives are not good at 
eating mini-tomatoes, but we purchased 30 
varieties of mini-tomatoes from famous 
farmers all over the country and compared 
them. We grow and sell them as Kureha 
Candy, which even those of us who dislike 
mini-tomatoes can enjoy.

Our Business

(1) Consumers who like or dislike mini-tomatoes (2) Restaurants (can collaborate 
with restaurants of various genres) (3) Those who operate marche (shipping) (4) 
Restaurant consulting business (with many restaurant customers) (5) Cookery 
researchers (recipe development) (6) Those who regularly hold events

Referral target

(1) Sell 80% (14 tons) of harvested Kureha candies 
to consumers (2) Operate a non-profit Terakoya 
(candy store) in Toyama Prefecture in 2030. 
Attract artists from all over the world to expand 
[possibilities].

My dream

category

Mail info@kureha-candy.jp

KADO, Yuta

Organic Livestock Products
Processed goods manufacturers

Processed products centered on our own
brand of pork and beef.
Manufacture and develop BtoB, BtoC, and
wholesale sales.

Our Business

General users who are looking for safe and secure food
Restaurants, etc. that want to offer unique and safe food

Referral target

Our mission is to restore and continue 
the primary industry, to create a place 
to nurture and protect life, and to pass 
it on to the next generation!

My dream

category

Mail waraigaitiban.fu333ya
                        @ezweb.ne.jp

Exciting Creation Inc.

YAMADA, Yunoto

自分の夢

Handmade Japanese sweets
 in Hakone

Chimoto Ltd.

・Japanese confectionery maker　chimoto
・A Japanese confectionery that insists on 
handmade sweets.

Our Business

Those who are looking for truly delicious food that does not rely on food additives 
or freezing techniques, and those who love Hakone.

Referral target

To keep the goodwill alive
My dream

category

Mail osugi-chimoto
　　　　@h5.dion.ne.jp

SUGIYAMA, Takahiro

Sales of Home-grown Shiitake Mushrooms 
and  Cultivation Guidance

Power of team,inc

To support people who overcome 
intellectual and developmental disabilities 
and aim for economic independence.

Our Business

Leaders of support groups for people with disabilities
Referral target

Supporting people with disabilities who are 
aiming for $100,000 a year in income.

My dream

category

URL https://tanoshiitake.team-chikara.com/
Mail uetake@team-chikara.com

UETAKE, Tsuyoshi

Eel food production and sales
Sakuraya Ltd.

Eel dishes, Japanese cuisine and kaiseki cuisine; 
production and mail-order sales of eel sasamushi 
and eel products; takeout and delivery of eel 
dishes and boxed lunches

Our Business

Those who have business partners in Nagano, those who travel to Nagano, those 
who send gifts to many people, and those who love eels.

Referral target

That  our  own  bus iness  w i l l  cont inue  
permanently for 200 years and beyond, that 
eels are more readily available, that the 
community and people around us are happy, 
and that we are traveling around the world.

My dream

category

Mail ke-sawada@sakuraya.ne.jp

SAWADA, Keisuke

自分の夢

Flavored Wine Sales
Jitta Inc.

Product development, branding and
sales of flavored wine

Our Business

Restaurants
Wine wholesalers.
Wine lovers

Referral target

emigration to Hawaii
My dream

category

Mail fujita@jitta2011.com

FUJITA, Tetsuya

47 Prefectures
Specialty gourmet gifts for sale

Gourmet gift sales with mail-order as the main
business, especially to 47% of the nation.
Sales of local products and specialties of each
prefecture

Our Business

Purchase of domestic food specialties, local products and traditional crafts
Referral target

Lifelong business (commercial)
involvement

My dream

category

Mail s.ishikawa
            @digital-axe.co.jp

Digital Axe Inc.

ISHIKAWA, Sachiko

Cultivation and sale of fruits
 (strawberries and grapes)

Agatsuma Agri-factory

Grow and sell  strawberries and grapes 
directly

Our Business

Strawberries and grapes for sale Customer
Referral target

Creating an agricultural organization 
for the future as part of Agatsuma's 
rural development.

My dream

category

Mail atsushilions18@yahoo.co.jp

MOKI, Atsushi



Job Search Agents
(Executive Class)

Vacation Consulting, Inc.

We provide "genuine recruitment services" 
to  "companies  that  are  ser ious about  
expanding their business" and "career 
changers who are serious about succeeding 
in their new jobs". We have more than 10 
experienced career consultants and career 
advisors who specialize in various industries.

Our Business

(1) Those who want to change jobs (nurses, pharmacists, system engineers,
construction management)
(2) Companies wishing to hire (small and medium-sized business owners with less
than 500 employees)

Referral target

Become the most satisfied recruitment
agency in Japan with 30 consultants.

My dream

category

NAKANISHI, Kota

RecruitmentRecruitment
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

New Business
Professional Human Resource Agents
Frontier International Inc.

An agency that provides professional human
resources involved in various new businesses
on an outsourced basis to solve issues and
grow businesses for corporate managers and
business promotion managers.

Our Business

Advertising, marketing, events, public relations, web marketing, SNS marketing, 
video production, video, sound, art, lighting, etc.

Referral target

To live happily and laugh with all
family members every day.

My dream

category

Mail muna@frontier-i.co.jp

MUNAKATA, Tsunekazu

Specializing in venture companies
Recruitment of new graduates

Precious Partners, Inc.

Recruitment Consulting
Our Business

For presidents and managers who are hiring new graduates
Referral target

Eliminate employment mismatches
My dream

category

Mail yano@p-partners.co.jp

YANO, Masaya

Job Opportunities
Representative Director, Ideal Inc.

Recruitment consulting business, job
advertisement agency business, placement
business

Our Business

Owners and hiring managers of growing venture companies who are considering
hiring mid-career and new graduates

Referral target

To embody what I consider "ideal" = 
"an organization where what is right 
survives". To continue to do business in 
a "client-first" manner, as we have and 
will continue to do in the future.

My dream

category

Mail suga@ideal-hr.com

SUGA, Ayumi

Recruitment consulting
(Gaten)

Representative of Recruitment Support
Center, LLC

General recruitment consulting. In particular, he has 
extensive experience in recruiting for front-line 
positions. He is known as "the man with the God 
Hand of the Recruitment Draft," and he always gets 
more applications. We make sure that the client's 
president has the "god hand of interviewing" that 
enables him to hire with passion! We will make your 
company a company that applicants ask to be 
allowed to join!

Our Business

Presidents and human resource executives of companies with less than 100 employees.　
Companies with people working onsite in the manufacturing, construction, civil engineering, 
food and beverage, transportation, warehousing, nursing care, repair, and maintenance 
industries.　A company with a grueling workforce and many problems such as lack of 
applications and retention.

Referral target

I want to see many small and medium-sized companies around the world grow and improve their business 
performance by hiring good human resources. I would like to contribute to the world in this field until my 
death.

My dream

category

Mail yniki@teamr2m.com

NIKI, Yoshikazu

Recruitment branding video
production

Representative Director, Counter Co.

Branding video production. (companies, 
stores, products)
From seminars and interviews to cinematic 
storytelling and animation,
to narrative cinematography, animation, and 
drone filming.

Our Business

(1) Corporate recruiters and public relations staff.
(2) Store managers (restaurants, apparel, beauty, dental clinics, etc.)
(3) Management consultants, web production companies, advertising agencies

Referral target

We want to enrich society through the 
power of "images" and "stories". We want to 
make films with a budget of more than 30 
mil l ion yen and del iver  laughter and 
excitement to the world.

My dream

category

Mail kashima@counter-inc.com

KASHIMA, Yuichi

Recruitment-specific
TikTok operation

We operate a TikTok account dedicated to
recruiting activities.

Our Business

Companies that are recruiting and hiring, and companies that want to use TikTok 
or are not making good use of it.

Referral target

world peace
My dream

category

SHIBASAKI, Masato

SigNorn Inc.

Recruitment consulting
(medical institutions)

Suppo r t  f o r  ho sp i t a l s  and  c l i n i c s  i n  
recruitment .  Job draft ing,  interv iewer  
education, advice on hiring decisions, and 
post-offer follow-up advice.

Our Business

Organizations that operate hospitals and clinics, such as medical corporations
We are open to any size of organization, nationwide.
Those who have difficulty in recruiting nurses and other medical staff. Those 
suffering from a shortage of human resources.

Referral target

Community revitalization.
Bring entrepreneurship to more people.
Make working fun.
Increase the number of people who do not 
have to worry about financial matters.

My dream

category

Mail norihiro@araisr.com

Arai Labor and Social Insurance Office

ARAI, Norihiro



Manufacturing Manufacturing
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Sales and manufacturing 
of food bag

We specialize in small-lot, quick-delivery 
manufacturing of food bags. We also manufacture 
special bags.

Our Business

Packaging material trading company, food manufacturing company
Referral target

To enrich everyone involved in the 
company, both physically and 
mentally.

My dream

category

URL

Mail makihara@5yo.jp

Goyo Shokai Co., Ltd.

https://5yo.jp/

 MAKIHARA, Fuminori

Manufacturing and sales of
 desiccants and deodorizers

Yamani Pharmaceutical Co.

Manufacture and sale of desiccants
Our Business

Food and Beverage, Food Manufacturing, Pharmaceutical Manufacturing,
Precision Machinery Manufacturing, Peripheral Goods, and Other Retail Trade

Referral target

To enrich your life. To teach you to live a
normal life and to enrich your life with a rich
heart.

My dream

category

Mail yasuko.sekiya
 　　　　@yamani-g.co.jp

SEKIYA, Yasuko

Signboard Production

We produce a wide range of signage types to meet 
the needs of our customers. In particular, LED signage 
and neon have become the mainstream for eave 
signage due to their high advertising effectiveness. 
LED sign channel letters have the ability to attract 
customers one level higher than other signage, and 
can be used to create a variety of effects depending 
on the location and atmosphere of the installation. We 
offer a wide variety of products, including front, side, 
r e a r ,  a nd  f r on t / r e a r ,  wh i ch  a r e  e spe c i a l l y  
recommended for companies, stores, offices, and 
restaurants.

Our Business

For those who have opened a business, those who want to renovate, those who 
are designing a store, and franchisers.

Referral target

Working all over the world.
My dream

category

Mail bobbyito3@gmail.com
biz@fourlinx.info

FOURLINX Inc.

ITO, Taichi



Organisational and human developmrentOrganisational and human developmrent
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

External Human Resources
Manager Services

CareerGrowth Inc.

We support your HR department from a cost
center to one that contributes to your business.
Blowing away the challenges of a rapidly
growing company that is aiming to go public.
External Human Resources Advisory Services
External HR Manager Services
HR strategy consulting (organization,
recruitment, system)

Our Business

(1) A president aiming to go public (2) A company lacking HR experience 
knowledge (3) Venture capital firms (4) Accounting firms supporting IPO

Referral target

To increase the number of personnel who are 
conducive  to  the  bus iness  by  making 
managers and personnel aware that the 
company can grow through marketing ideas.

My dream

category

Mail matsui@careergrowth.jp

MATSUI, Motoaki

Health Management
Coordinator

AXA Life Insurance Co.

As a health management expert advisor, we will 
identify "issues" in the organization and propose a 
tailor-made roadmap of solutions to address them, 
such as reducing employee turnover in the third 
year and further improving productivity in the tenth 
year for veteran employees. We generate funds for 
improvement by utilizing subsidies, etc.

Our Business

(1) Companies that want to reform their organization but cannot raise the budget (2) Managers 
in the medical, construction, and transportation industries who are struggling with measures to 
deal with the 2024 problem. (3) Komeito legislators (city, ward, prefectural, and metropolitan 
assembly members) who have been elected three or more times.

Referral target

・To create 100 healthy companies by providing essential health management initiatives to 
companies.・To create a new mechanism for regional development by introducing health 
management to local governments and providing it as a platform.
・Become a leader in the promotion of health management as an export industry.

My dream

category

Mail goriwaki05@gmail.com

MORIWAKI, Go

Mail y-niioka@bizfaci.jp

Team coaching for senior
management

(Question Conference)
Representative, Business Facilitation Services　

Question Conferences foster a forum where all 
team members take on leadership roles to 
enlighten each other and exchange knowledge, 
values, and visions. The leadership that is 
developed in Question Conferences is  an 
essential leadership style that promotes team 
thinking in this era of uncertainty and difficulty 
in predicting the future.

Our Business

・Managers and human resource development staff who are struggling to develop 
・leaders in their organizations・Women business owners・Tax accountants (can 
collaborate)

Referral target

We want all businesspeople to know the joy and pleasure of "becoming the 
leader you want to be" through the Question and Answer sessions!

My dream

category

NIIOKA, Yuko

The Business Enneagram for
Consciousness Transformation
Business Enneagram Association, Inc.

Creating corporate results and solving problems
starts with "knowing people. By looking at
yourself and others through the nine personality
types of the Enneagram, you can gain a deep
understanding of the essence and strengths of
people. The Business Enneagram is a program
that utilizes this wisdom to create
organizational results. We help you create an
organization that can adapt to change.

Our Business

Managers and team leaders who want to create organizational results by 
understanding and accepting their members and contributing to their growth.

Referral target

To play a part in creating a society in 
which both organizations and people 
can happily create results.

category

Mail miake@dance.plala.or.jp

NAKAJIMA, Miake

My dream

Smile Walking Instructor

(1) Activities for smiles (in charge of Tokoro Shigusa 
facial expression lessons at entertainment talent 
agenc ie s ,  announce r  s choo l s ,  e t c .  Hea l th  
management program instructor, TV mail order 
reporter, official trainer for the Miss Mrs. Contest)
(2)  Corporate lecture instructor  (3)  Training 
instructor (business manner instructor (OFFJT), 
walking instructor training instructor)
(4) Management yoga instructor (Yoga for leaders)

Our Business

Those who are interested in the Miss Mrs. Contest.
Female executives who have many opportunities to stand in front of the public. Solitary male 
managers.・General affairs of general contractor companies (persons in charge of safety 
conventions), companies that want to promote health management, human resource 
development companies.

Referral target

I want to create a social system where smiling is the standard. Dual life overseas
To be a star for seniors who can wear high heels even when they are 90 years old.

My dream

category

Mail hirokoniinomi4@gmail.com

neeni

NIINOMI, Hiroko

facilitation
(Conference - Workshop)

Faci l i tator  for  meet ings and workshops,  
consulting on meeting facilitation and workshop 
programs. Through individual coaching, we will 
p r opo s e  a  me thod  o f  f a c i l i t a t i ng  t h e  
proceedings (facilitation) that meets your needs. 
This will improve the quality of the conclusions, 
increase the level of delivery by the meeting 
participants, and lead to improved business 
performance.

Our Business

Those who are preparing for an important management meeting and want to 
facilitate it well,Those who want to change their organization's meetings, 
executives and managers who want to strengthen their organization's power 
through dialogue etc.

Referral target

To connect the world through dialogue. To 
understand others by listening to them, and 
to spread that understanding throughout the 
world.

My dream

category

Mail cocrespace@gmail.com

Co-Creation supervision

NISHINO, Yasue

Organizational activation
through exercise-type events

Spomee Inc.

We plan and manage events with an exercise 
component to revitalize the organizations of 
growing companies. We have gained popularity for 
events such as walking around the city while 
completing missions as a team, or recovering the 
body and mind in a park rich in nature. The purpose 
of these events is a bit similar to the old in-house 
athletic meets and drinking parties, but they are the 
latest service for organizations that incorporate 
elements refined in the coaching and athlete fields 
into their planning.

Our Business

・Companies that promote remote work・Companies with many desk workers 
such as engineers・Companies where employees are always working away from 
the office, such as temporary staffing companies・Managers and human resource 
managers of

Referral target

Sento" business supporting community 
communication and health
Develop health community services for 
corporations in Japan and overseas

My dream

category

Mail y.matsuo@spomee.jp

MATSUO, Yoshihiko

Mindset training for new
graduates

Passion Inc.

Our Business

Referral target

My dream

category

ITO, Ryoma

In preparation

Digital Learning Services
Grub Design Inc.

The company operates  the "Empathy 
Lecture®", which teaches through animation, 
and develops and operates the learning 
p la t fo rm "F i reRocket "  and  produces  
educational material content for in-house 
corporate education!

Our Business

(1) Persons in charge of human resources and managers of major companies
(2) Marketing managers and managers in charge of marketing for major 
companies(3) Responsible persons in charge of agencies of listed companies
④Learners who want to learn with expert instructors

Referral target

We want to accelerate learning by promoting the online training course "Empathy 
through Animation" and the learning platform "FireRocket".

My dream

category

Mail info@grab-design.com

UMEHARA, Takuya

Organizational transformation consulting 
specialized in the healthcare industry
Rise Consulting Group, Inc.,

We are an independent consulting firm 
founded in 2012
We focuses on client’ s business success and 
innovation, with mission of “Produce Next” 
by providing comprehensive consulting 
services for strategy, operation / process, and 
IT.

Our Business

People with decision-making authority at healthcare companies such as 
pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers

Referral target

Developing Japan's healthcare industry 
and creating a country where people 
can live with peace of mind

My dream

category

URL https://www.rise-cg.co.jp/
Mail tarou.takayama@rise-cg.co.jp

TAKAYAMA, Taro

Philosophy Penetration
Calendar

Sogo Printing & Publishing Co.

Support for breaking down the philosophy 
into action levels, entrusting it to a desk 
c a l e n d a r  t h a t  c a n  b e  s e e n  q u i c k l y ,  
commun ica t ing  i t  t o  emp loyees ,  and  
encouraging behavioral change. Includes 
hearing,  writ ing service,  and lecture on 
u t i l i za t ion  (we  w i l l  wr i te  even  f rom a  
complaint)

Our Business

Second and third generation presidents who have a philosophy but are having 
trouble getting employees to listen to them.
Those who are willing to cooperate with us.
Those who are willing to consult with us on pricing.

Referral target

To generate many exciting stories.
My dream

category

Mail tamura@sogoprint.co.jp

TAMURA, Hitomi



Investment consultingInvestment consulting
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Bancho Investment Real Estate Co.

Investment Real Estate
(Utilization of credit line)

Brokerage of investment properties
Our Business

Salaried employees with annual income of 8 million yen or more (likely)
Referral target

The value of investment real estate,
Creating the most comm

My dream

category

Mail global.i.838@gmail.com

NAGAYAMA, Issei

GBF Advisors, Inc.

For the wealthy
private banker

Asset management advice for high net 
worth individuals

Our Business

People with connections to the wealthy
Referral target

Improving one's own perspective 
through the use of tress

My dream

category

Mail baba@gbf-advisers.co.jp

BABA, Kohei

Art Investment for Beginners
President Gear Inc.

Our Business

Referral target

Becoming one of the
generation's best managers.

My dream

category

Mail  y.ito@presidents-gear.com

ITO, Yota

Tokyo Mirise Co.

(1) Real Estate Investment Consulting
Support for tax reduction measures and asset 
building by utilizing investment real estate with 
special schemes
(2) Clinic management consulting
Assistance in opening new clinics and business 
succession
(3) Doctors' support
Mutual insurance for compensation for absence 
from work for coronas and support for employment 
of staff

Our Business

(1) Doctors and dentists (2) Insurance salesmen who have customers of doctors
(iii) Tax accountants and lawyers who have clients of doctors
④ Medical professionals (nurses, dental hygienists, technicians, medical 
equipment manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies, etc.)

Referral target

2nd President of Tokyo Mirise
My dream

category

Mail  yasutake@tokyomirais.com

YASUTAKE, Taiga

Support for investment in real estate 
for tax-saving by medical doctors

in preparation

Practical Investor
 (Wealthy Class)

Fujimatsu

I am an owner of 7 buildings in Metro Tokyo 
Japan, and an Angel investor. Business 
investment in both domestic and overseas 
Start-ups companies such as Japan, the 
Phil ippines,  Shanghai China,  etc.  (one 
company has already been listed in 2017).

Our Business

Angel Investors
Referral target

building a children's library.
My dream

category

YAMAGUCHI, Makoto

Mail makoto.yamaguchi@fujimatsubldg.com



Beauty BtoB Beauty BtoB
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Rental agency
 ( Beauty industry )

Real estate leasing brokerage (offices,
stores, residences), real estate sales
brokerage, building management

Our Business

People thinking about opening a new store or relocating. g Refa
=FC headquarter/opening consulting.

Referral target

To take over the current company and
expand the business.

My dream

category

Mail h.hashimoto@biru-data.jp

HASHIMOTO, Hiroshi

Building Development Data Co.

3 types throughout Japan
Machine Esthetics Introduction

Manufacturer
Biraku Research Institute Co.

We can set up a machine in an empty space of 
about one tatami mat for zero yen. In fact, we are 
also very good at supporting the opening of LED 
specialty  stores by renting a room in an 
apartment building, offering a business model 
that enables a monthly net profit of more than 1 
million yen.

Our Business

For those who want to set up a highly profitable LED specialty store in an
apartment, or install it in a vacant space in a beauty salon

Referral target

Through our 《authentic》 beauty products, we 
will bring joy and excitement to as many 
people as possible and contribute to Japan.

My dream

category

Mail uchida@biraku.co.jp

UCHIDA, Yuta

OEM(original equipment manufacturer)
 for makeup cosmetics

My company takes the whole production 
p r o c e s s e s ,  f r om  t h e  r e s e a r c h  a n d  
development (R&D) through to the end 
products.

Our Business

Please introduce us to foreign business people living in Japan or overseas BNI 
members who know the advantages of Japan and want to sell Japanese 
products in their home countries!

Referral target

category

URL http://clover-1950.co.jp/
Mail y-tatsuoka@clover-1950.co.jp

CloverCosmake Co.,LTD

TATSUOKA, Yasuaki 

Beauty products to improve the
impression of your face
(Middle Generation)

Cinderella Woman, Inc.
Japan Self-Produce Makeup Association

Planning and sales of original cosmetics by 
active makeup artists (base makeup for adult 
women, facial equipment, makeup brushes)
Makeup lessons and makeup instructor  
training for general women, Appearance at 
makeup events, corporate training, writing, TV 
appearances, etc.

Our Business

Beauty salons, esthetic salons, eyelash salons, nail salons,
Custom-made suit business. Others: Those who have middle-aged customers.

Referral target

To create a world of champagne towers 
where all people are full of confidence and 
happiness
To create a world of champagne towers

My dream

category

URL http://www.hoshiyasue.com/
Mail hoshi@jspma.jp

HOSHI, Yasue

Production and sales of 
LED Eyelash Extensions

 for professionals of the beauty business

A new eyelash extension product that uses 
glue that hardens with an LED light, just like 
gel nail polish.

Our Business

The person who will be the exclusive distributor for Hollywood LED eyelash 
extensions.

Referral target

My dream

category

URL http://ledmatsueku.shop18.makeshop.jp/
Mail yuki@hollywoodeyelash.com

Hollywood Eyelash

I want women all over the world to be happy with free time and free money through eyelash 
extensions.

HORIBE, Yuki

Cosmetics Business
 Startup Consulting

We offe r  comprehens i ve  suppo r t  f o r  
launching cosmetic brands, from initial  
planning to distribution and marketing

Our Business

CEO of a cosmetics brand company
Referral target

My dream is to expand  cosmetics select 
shops worldwide, where I can introduce 
excellent Japanese cosmetic brands to people 
all around the world.

My dream

category

URL

Mail
https://worldmode.com/jp/
terasoba@worldmode.com

World Mode Holdings Co., Ltd.

 TERASOBA, Atsuyosh 

Makeup business 
introduction suppot for salon

We will help you start your makeup business 
by creating new manus and increasing 
income for salon.

Our Business

Please introduce me to someone who owns a beauty salon.
Referral target

Make everyone happy with makeup
My dream

category

Japan Self-produce Makeup Association

KOBAYASHI, Hiroko

Manufacture and sale of
professional hair removal

machines

We manufacture professional hair removal machines 
and sell them to those who need them.

Our Business

Barber shops, esthetic salons, nail salons, people who want to work on the side.
Referral target

Around the World by Motorcycle,
Expanding Overseas Sales Channels

My dream

category

Mail dimo@dim-o.com

dimo Inc.

OGAWA, Yoshie



Beauty BtoC Beauty BtoC
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Completely introductory beauty salon 
in Aoyama

Ayomotte Business

We are a total beauty salon that has been 
attracting customers only by word of mouth 
without a website for 20 years, offering not 
only hair services but also makeup services. 
Our beauticians are capable of proposing a 
style that will bring you closer to the image 
you want  to  achieve  through unique 
counseling and communication.

Our Business

Those whose image of what they want to be is different from their current image, 
those who want suggestions on styles that suit them, image consultants, 
marriage activity school/academy organizers, personal trainers

Referral target

To enrich the lifestyles of many people 
through beauty. To establish a 
comprehensive beauty hotel so that Korean 
beauty services can be offered in Japan.

My dream

category

Mail nanairo.0322@i.softbank.jp

WATANABE, Nana

Specializing in cellulite care
Slimming Esthetics

Belle Aile  Owner Therapist

We operate an esthetic salon just 2 minutes 
walk from Meguro station. Our theme is 
"cellulite care. Cellulite cannot be removed 
by self-dieting. We back up those who want 
to lose weight with our 17 years of esthetic 
experience and 1/3 of the price of major 
salons!

Our Business

People who want to lose weight, people who want to be healthy, people who are 
concerned about cellulite, beauty-conscious models, actresses, people who are 
about to get married, male executives who want their partners to always be 
beautiful.

Referral target

I want those who have given up on having a sense of beauty, blaming it on something else, to 
have hope! I would be happy to help you in any way I can!

My dream

category

Mail belle.aile.salon@gmail.com

HIRAMATSU, Yukiko

Mail ponobeautysalon@gmail.com

Beard Specialized Men's
Hair Removal

Dry head massage to relieve brain fatigue 
and relieve pressure points on the head, with 
a choice of CBD oil or vegan oil.

Our Business

・Those who work on PC for more than 3 hours a day and suffer from head and 
eye fatigue. ・Those who live or work in Shibuya, Meguro, or Shinagawa wards 
and love massage.・People with a strong sense of health and beauty

Referral target

To promote awareness of the importance of "self-care" to everyone who works 
hard in a stressful society.Contribute to society by creating jobs
Move to Hawaii

My dream

category

PONO Beauty Salon

UEHARA, Akari

Organic Head Spa

We care for your hair and scalp (head spa)
using skin-friendly products and products.
Head spas provide an opportunity to relieve
stress and achieve real beauty and enrich
one's life.

Our Business

People who are stressed and want to be free from their busy daily life.
People who have problems with itchy scalp, dandruff, hair loss, etc.
Managers who are too busy running beauty salons and are worried about staff 
training.

Referral target

My dream

category

Mail hairsalonmagellan@gmail.com

Hair salon specializing in organic
& head spa - Magellan

We want to deliver skin-friendly products and services to many people. We want to create a 
community that can enrich the lives of many people and the beauty industry.

KAWAGUCHI, Tatsuru

Medical whitening BtoC

Dental clinic specializing in whitening self 
cleaning dental esthetics, training business, 
oral care product development

Our Business

People who want to maintain their own health through their mouth, people who want to 
prevent gum disease, salespeople who want to make a good first impression with white 
teeth, people who want to have a clean and beautiful mouth, people who can receive 
oral maintenance once every three months, and people who are often in public or have 
to talk to people.

Referral target

My dream

category

Mail na_ta0923@yahoo.co.jp

Beauté Inc.

To spread happiness and smile to those with whom I have a relationship!
To become a manager of an organization and contribute to the expansion of Beauté.

TANI, Natsumi

Facial Aesthetics

Facial treatments using domestic herbs and focusing
on skin improvement. charpy sediment

Our Business

Residents in Tokyo suffering from skin problems
(Ginza, Kitasenju, Kinshicho, Motoyawata)

Referral target

To open an esthetic salon abroad using 
Japanese products.

My dream

category

Mail liiay0228@icloud.com

Epinu Inc.

OOI, Rina

Breast Care Salon

Salon to nurture the breasts
Our Business

If you know someone who has breast problems or wants to lose weight without
leaving their breasts.

Referral target

We want to reduce the number of people suffering from breast
problems, even if it is only one person.

My dream

category

B.C Inc.

KONDO, Ayano



Real EstateReal Estate
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Commercial real estate
(sales）

Real Estate Partners, Inc.

Real Estate Appraisal & Real Estate Brokerage
Our Business

Real estate company sales representatives, warehouse
operators, logistics providers, store developers

Referral target

Earn the respect of your family. Have fun and develop business with your 
peers.

My dream

category

Mail ayumimiwa@realestatepartners.co.jp

MIWA, Ayumi

Yamakoshi Sogo Law Office

We have handled a wide variety of real estate 
transactions regardless of the client's position 
(seller/buyer, lessor/lessor, broker) and the scale of 
the transaction, from large-scale transactions handled 
by a trust bank to a company incorporated by an 
individual. Please feel free to consult with us for real 
estate transactions that are subject to many 
regulations, lease transactions that require a long term 
relationship, and other matters that may cause 
anxiety!

Our Business

Tenants struggling with relationships with real estate companies, landlords, 
landlords, Judicial scriveners, tax accountants, real estate appraisers, land and 
house investigators, etc.

Referral target

To be a lawyer who people think, "Ask Hiraoka, he can help you.

category

lawyer
(Real estate)

Mail hiraoka@yamakoshi-law.com

HIRAOKA, Takuro

My dream

Referral target

My dream

Emme Consulting LLC

Proposals for asset owners to adjust the 
o v e r a l l  b a l a n c e  o f  t h e i r  a s s e t s  b y  
incorporating real estate as part of their 
assets. Consultation and procedures for 
inheriting assets to the next generation.
Introduction of overseas savings investments 
that can be started from as little as $200 per 
month.

Our Business

Those who are considering purchasing or selling real estate. Those who are 
worried about real estate management. Those who are concerned about 
inheritance (tax saving) measures.

To receive the full trust of our clients 
and be entrusted to manage their 
assets.

category

Mail hsuzuki@aimer-consul.co.jp

SUZUKI, Hideaki

Residential Real
Estate Sales (Wealthy)

Real estate specializing in
rental management

We offer customized management plans 
tailored to the characteristics of the property 
and the investment needs of the owner. We 
are glad we could do it! Thank you! We want 
to be your partner for life through real estate.

Our Business

Those who are having trouble with rental management and those who are 
starting a rental business.

Referral target

To become a company that can be 
envisioned as "Blue Crane" for 
condominium rental management.

My dream

category

aoyama@blue-crane.jpMail

AOYAMA, Hiroki

Limited Liability Company Blue Crane

One-stop shop for purchasing
your own home

We are a real estate agency that mainly helps
people purchase their own homes in Tokyo
and the three neighboring prefectures. We
offer not only condominiums and ready-built
houses, but also custom-built houses.

Our Business

Those who are considering buying a home or building a custom home.
Referral target

To eliminate problems in real estate from the world.
My dream

category

Mail cypherdawn.0507@gmail.com

Cypherdawn Inc.

HANAOKA, Shingo

Room Search Concierge
( Rental )

Fujiwara Construction Co.

We help you not only to find a room, but also to start 
your life. We offer a room search concierge service.
I am able to offer the following benefits to those 
who search for a room through me when they move 
in. 
Please feel free to contact me for more information.
20% discount on furniture and appliances
Easy procedures for electricity, gas, and other 
infrastructure-related services.
High quality and low cost move-in service.

Our Business

Those who want to find a room in Tokyo and three prefectures
Those who are worried about tenant screening
Those who want to keep initial costs low.

Referral target

Clean up the image of the real estate industry! We want to make our clients, 
our business partners and ourselves feel good about our work!

My dream

category

Mail asohouse314@gmail.com

ASO, Yamato

Specializing in real estate
Sign production and management
Sumairu Sumishin Co.

We produce and print newspaper inserts, 
pamphlets, and sales drawings for selling 
real estate, as well as various items related to 
real estate, such as signboards and banners.

Our Business

Real Estate Companies
Companies that own and sell their own real estate

Referral target

Our goal is to contribute to many real 
estate companies and become No.1 in 
real estate advertising market share.

My dream

category

Mail uejima0826@gmail.com

UEJIMA, Kazuhiro

Support for the sale of
investment condominiums

A.C. Create Co.

Brokerage of profitable condominiums We
specialize in sales consulting.

Our Business

For those who want to sell their condominium apartment for rent.
Referral target

In business, to lead the company to become a 100-year company. In his 
personal life, he wants to become a club champion of a golf club. champion 
of the Golf Club

My dream

category

Mail iijima@ac-create.jp

IIJIMA, Akihiro

Connect with the End
Real Estate DM Consulting

I myself provide consulting services based on my 
own experience in real  estate sales ,  where I  
purchased properties through direct mail and 
generated sales through direct mail. We can also 
help you create the strongest sales force using direct 
mail. We can also help you turn your company's 
long-standing list of dormant clients into a living list. 
For companies that do not have a list, we also offer a 
package plan with "Plus Registration Information 
Bureau (with opt-out notification)".

Our Business

Real estate companies that spend money on advertising every month but receive no response 
from customers, real estate companies that want to connect with the end
Professional companies that deal with inheritance, companies that send out DMs on behalf of 
their clients, printing companies, people who want to have a side business with beautiful 
handwriting, designers (regardless of whether they are professionals or amateurs).

Referral target

Aiming to create a comfortable place for women to work and to change the way the 
real estate industry works.

My dream

category

Mail ayukousuma@m1get.com

M1 GeT Inc.

USUMA, Ayuko



Mail shimosho97@gmail.com

Sony Life Insurance Co.

Through hand-drawn life planning, we 
determine the direction of your future life 
and provide tailor-made life insurance 
proposals to enhance the value of that life. 
We promise to provide ongoing support as 
your companion.

Our Business

Families with small children - Families with　pregnant women
Referral target

We want to help as many families as
possible to "give shape to their feelings
toward their children.

My dream

category

SHIMOKAWA, Shohei

life insurance
(Households with children)

Life Insurance
(Chinese)

The Prudential Life Insurance Co.

For Chinese residents in Japan, we offer a life
plan that fits the Japanese social system for
their future living in Japan.

Our Business

Chinese-Taiwanese living in Japan. Chinese-Taiwanese business owners doing
business in Japan.

Referral target

As a person born in China and raised in Japan, he is a "bridge between Japan and 
China". She will provide support to Chinese people living in Japan to help them fall 
more in love with Japan and make their life here more fulfilling.

My dream

category

Mail hideo.kaneoka@prudential.co.jp

KANEOKA, Hideo

damage insurance
(Multiple stores)

ＴＡＫＥ－Ｄ Inc.

Sales of business insurance to businesses
with multiple outlets.

Our Business

For all industries
Referral target

To improve the image of those who 
handle insurance.

My dream

category

Mail shigeki@take-d.org

TAKEDA, Shigeki

Mail n.tokiwa@all-next.jp

ALL NEXT Ltd.

Inheriting the experience and culture of more 
than  40  yea r s  in  bus iness ,  we  a im  fo r  a  
prosperous and secure future together with you 
through appropriate "means" and "order" based 
on the philosophy of "The present creates the 
future". We will support you to shift from "just 
getting" non-life insurance to "understanding" 
and "buying" non-life insurance.

Our Business

Construction, manufacturing, transportation, food and beverage, IT, medical 
industry decision makers
Providing opportunities to talk in a seated setting (especially in the construction 
industry)

Referral target

To contribute to local employment and regional development by continuing 
to be a leading company with its main focus on general insurance agency.

My dream

category

TOKIWA, Naoki

damage insurance
(Organization)

InsuranceInsurance
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Life Insurance
(welfare benefits)

The Prudential Life Insurance Co.

We specialize in proposing systems that lead to 
increased employee satisfaction, retention, and 
recruitment.
In addition to insurance, we also have a wide 
range of information on financial knowledge, 
taxation, recruitment and training, and sales 
activities, enabling us to make comprehensive 
proposals for the development of your 
company.

Our Business

If you are a small or medium-sized business owner with 10 to 500 employees in 
Saitama or Tokyo, belong to JC or Chamber of Commerce, love golf, or have a 
strong love for your employees, we are sure you will be satisfied with our services.

Referral target

To be told by a customer while playing a round of golf, "Thanks to your 
insurance, I can play golf without worrying about money," even after I get older.

category

Mail yasuken@gmail.com

My dream

YASUDA, Kenji



Franchise Attorney
Tajima Law Office

We provide legal advice for franchisors to be 
aware of when developing franchisees.
We provide legal advice to prevent problems 
between the franchisor and franchisees.

Our Business

FC Consulting
FC Headquarters Operator

Referral target

World's best gatekeeper by 2030
My dream

category

TAJIMA, Hiroyuki

Franchising businessFranchising business
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

eel franchise
Rice Story Co.

Next generation eel restaurant franchise 
headquarters where you can eat at half the 
price of high-end restaurants

Our Business

(1) Those who are already franchisees (franchise side) of restaurants or those who 
are interested (2) Those who are interested in franchising eels with an initial 
investment of about 10 million yen.

Referral target

To eat all the delicious food in the world.

category

Mail m.koda@mitaxia.me

KODA, Megumi

My dream

Franchiser for Eyelash Salon
Olive Co., Ltd.

Yuk i  Hor ibe ,  wor ld  eye lash  ex tens ion  
champion, developed LashLash, which can be 
applied three times faster than traditional 
extensions. The lash salon's productivity will 
improve, leading to increased sales and 
revenue.

Our Business

Beauty and lash salon owners who want to increase productivity and profits while 
keeping their staff happy.

Referral target

Beauty and lash salon owners who want to 
increase productivity and profits while 
keeping their staff happy.

My dream

category

URL https://www.facebook.com/
profile.php?id=100011043223594

Mail mizueolive@gmail.com

IRIE, Mizue

Day service franchise
development

HLC Inc.

Franchise development of fashionable
rehabilitation-specific day care services

Our Business

Managers who want to stabilize their companies through commercialization,
and those who are interested in contributing to society and the community.

Referral target

category

ISHIGAMI, Naoya

Expand business and contribute to the
community and society

My dream
Mail n-ishigami@s-hlc.co.jp

Elderly Support Services
FC Expansion

Nationwide development of mutual aid schemes
among local residents, especially the elderly

Our Business

Inheritance, life planning, and other professional businesses Prenatal care, 
arrangement of remains, funerals, pharmacies, nursing homes, etc.

Referral target

Buying a South Island
My dream

category

Mail kohki.ohba@iki-iki-life.jp

Representative Partner, iki-iki LLC

OHBA, Kohki



IT systemIT system
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Resolve IT issues at
start-up

For customers who want to introduce 
Microsoft365 or Google-Workspace, we will 
propose the introduction method and 
implement the actual introduction. We also 
provide follow-up services as needed.

Our Business

President of a company of about 100 employees who is considering introducing 
e-mail and web MTG services to launch a new business.

Referral target

To increase annual sales by another 60 
million by 2026 and to make 
employees and people related to me 
happy.

category

Mail sh-obara@yl-s.net

YLS LLC

OBARA, Shinya

My dream

Suggestions
Related Keyword Measures

This service allows you to hide keywords that 
you want to appear in the suggestion 
keywords  d i sp layed  when  you  enter  
keywords in the search windows of Google, 
Yahoo, etc. and keywords that you want to 
hide.

Our Business

Advertising agencies and companies specializing in sales
Referral target

My dream

category

Mail natsumedf1567@gmail.com

Della Force Inc.

NATSUME, Yoshikuni

System Development
 in Vietnam

Development of web and application
systems in Vietnam
Launch and Operation

Our Business

System development companies, companies that need help with web and 
application development and operation

Referral target

To be a bridge between Japan and
Vietnam and to contribute

My dream

category

Mail noriko.kato@fujitechjsc.com

Zodiac Asia K.K.

KATO, Noriko

New Business Specialized Application
System planning and development

Com Support Ltd.

We  p r o v i d e  s e r v i c e s  f r om  p l a n n i n g  t o  
development and operation of apps and systems 
that increase profits mainly through dynamic 
pricing (dynamic pricing and variable fee system) 
technology. Especially in application development, 
w e  p r o v i d e  h i g h - f u n c t i o n a l i t y  a n d  
high-satisfaction applications more quickly with 
the current budget by using technology to create 
Android and iPhone applications at the same time.

Our Business

Managers who want to build an app for smartphones for sales promotion, customer attraction, 
and member management. Managers of online stores with monthly sales of 100 million or 
more who want to build and promote their own e-commerce. Hotel owners with monthly sales 
of 500 million or more who want to automate price research and adjustment. Reuse/recycle 
company managers who want to automate assessments.

Referral target

A rich world full of JAPAN branded goods and minds has been realized.
My dream

category

Mail iss130@comsupport.co.jp

SAITO, Isao

永
野 

寿
樹

Telework introduction
 support for corporations

We are  support ing  the  ins ta l la t ion  o f  
equipment using the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government's telework promotion subsidy. 
For example, PCs, tablets, routers, servers, 
cyber security
We also handle corporate mobile phones.

Our Business

Corporations in Tokyo with 2 to 29 employees wishing to purchase PCs.
Tax accountants and social labor consultants who have clients in Tokyo who 
would like to introduce telework subsidies.

Referral target

A society where telework is the norm
The number of adults who are healthy both 
physically and mentally is increasing.A child 
who admired adults
To Japan, spreading its wings to the world

My dream

category

URL

Mail
https://www.nextlink.llc/
hr-yabe@nextlink.llc

Next Link.llc

YABE, Hiroyuki

Development and management 
of e-commerce websites

Internet store construction and operation
Web service and system requirement definition

Our Business

Managers of manufacturers who are developing products with their hearts and 
minds, and manufacturers who sell both direct and wholesale products

Referral target

To develop human resources  who can 
become "interpreters standing between users 
and engineers To increase the number of 
people in the world who are free from the 
concepts of time, place, and money.

My dream

category

URL

Mail
https://meimei.co.jp 
asano@meimei.co.jp

meimei inc.

ASANO, Hitoshi

First Time Website Creation

Whether you are creating a website for the first time, 
have  not  changed i t  in  many years  and are  
considering a renewal,  would l ike to request 
domain/server  management ,  updat ing and 
maintenance, or would like us to draft a logo, 
management philosophy, company profile, etc., we 
will support you as you meet your needs.

Our Business

(1) Those who are thinking of starting a business or have just started a business and want to 
create a new website (2) Professional businesses such as tax accountants and judicial scriveners 
who are in contact with new companies for the first time(3) Start-up companies that are having 
trouble with costs.(4) Advertising agencies and job advertisement companies that are having 
trouble finding outsourcing partners.

Referral target

Create an environment in which employees can play an active role in society while having fun and shining 
through the establishment of a Tokyo office and overseas expansion, etc.

My dream

category

Mail taiji@sun.jp

Sandenpa Inc.

ISHIKAWA. Taiji

Security equipment
(security camera)

Installation and management of security cameras, 
latest  omni-direct ional  cameras with sound 
collecting microphones

Our Business

Property management business Industrial waste business owner Demolition 
business owner

Referral target

Business Leap Forward
My dream

category

Mail kanno@first-dream.co.jp

First Dream Inc.

KANNO, Kazuhiko



Nakano Rental-
Event Space

Japrise Inc.

1-5 story building in Nakano.
We are renting out 1-5 floor building in Nakano as a 
rental/event space!
The 1st floor can accommodate 8 people, 2nd floor 18 
people, 3rd floor 30 people, 4th floor 15 people, and 
5th floor 15 people!
Each floor is equipped with a projector, BBQ, karaoke, 
and restaurant facilities.

Our Business

・Those who live or work in Nakano・Event and workshop organizers・Theater 
companies performing in Nakano

Referral target

To create the most exciting event 
space in Nakano.

My dream

category

Mail dasudasu81@gmail.com

KATAYAMA, Takuya

Takumi sound Co.

Event Video & Audio
Services

The company operates mainly as a
LED vision installation and sound shop. The
company also produces events.

Our Business

Event planning companies, sound and lighting companies, exhibition setup, etc.
Referral target

To be on Cambria Palace. Mail nobuhikoigawa@gmail.com

My dream

category

IGAWA, Nobuhiko

Events/EntertainmentEvents/Entertainment
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Running Events
Planning, operation and measurement

I  am involved in  marathons,  t ra i l  runs ,  
ultramarathons, and other running events.
We travel all over Japan, from Hokkaido in the 
north to Okinawa in the south. Please contact 
us for measurement projects,  planning, 
operational support, and anything else related 
to running events.

Our Business

Companies focused on regional development
Local governments looking to revitalize their towns
Companies that want to revitalize remote islands
Tourist destinations struggling to attract visitors during the off-season

Referral target

Hosted a race in Hawaii
My dream

category

Mail kiyomura@co-runners.co.jp

KIYOMURA, Yuta

Co-Runners, Inc.

Music Classical Events
Planning and management

One of our classical event projects, the "Baton 
Pass Concert"  is  a  relay concert  in which 
up-and-coming young classical performers 
connect from person to person. The concert has 
produced many players who have become 
active in the world using the concert as a 
foothold. Currently, it is expanding nationwide.

Our Business

We also need your support to help us lower the cost threshold for the 
performance as much as possible.

Referral target

We would like to create an environment for the Baton Pass Concert to perform 
on a larger stage and provide a place for everyone (especially tres stellas) to 
socialize.

My dream

category

Mail hiroshiarakawa@soundterrace.co.jp

Sound Terrace Inc.

ARAKAWA, Hiroshi



CreatorsCreators
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Photographer reading the light

Advertising photography business to 
photograph products such as apparel, 
jewelry, general merchandise, and food

Our Business

Jewelry manufacturers and sellers and those producing jewelry advertisements.
Referral target

Open our own studio and build a team with technically skilled photographers 
to take high quality, client-satisfying photos.

My dream

category

Mail hidemi.watanabe.0402@gmail.com

WATANABE, Hidemi

KOMUSAFI Ltd.

Proofreading & Review

Proofreading and review of books, magazines, 
advertisements, etc. We not only find 
typographical errors and omissions in texts, but 
also perform basic proofreading such as unifying 
spelling terms, checking the appropriateness of 
technical terms, and confirming proper nouns 
and historical facts, as well as rewrite-like 
proofreading in which texts are corrected to 
make them easier to read.

Our Business

Publishers and advertising agencies in need of proofreading and review. Public relations 
departments, finance departments, and human resources departments who would like 
to request proofreading/reviewing services from an outside source.

Referral target

To continue working as a proofreader/reviewer for the rest of my life in order to 
contribute to the preservation and nurturing of the Japanese language.

My dream

category

Mail samsufi-miyamoto@par.odn.ne.jp

MIYAMOTO, Hisako

Publishers who can produce
books from 500,000 yen

1 Publishing books that can be sold in 
bookstores
2 Receiving orders for information magazines, 
booklets, pamphlets, etc. from medical and 
nursing care companies
3 Sales of books at lectures and conferences for 
the purpose of publicizing the books produced 
by the company

Our Business

A director who wants to effectively promote his/her hospital, clinic, dental clinic, 
pharmacy, or nursing home. Office managers. Especially newly opened facilities. 
Pharmaceutical companies, medical and nursing care facilities, etc., who want to 
produce monographs, information magazines, etc.

Referral target

To make the Kohsha brand as a "medical and nursing care publisher" known to 
medical institutions and nursing care providers/companies nationwide.

My dream

category

Mail matsushima@media-cp.com

MATSUSHIMA, Kaoru

Media Care Plus, Inc.　

CG-specialized video shop
UNIT Inc.

We produce high- impact  v ideo us ing 
computer graphics. We have a wide range of 
experience in games, commercials, movies, 
PV, event videos, and digital signage.

Our Business

Game manufacturers, video production companies, amusement machine 
manufacturers, stores considering digital signage

Referral target

Content Creation
My dream

category

Mail shibata@unitworks.jp

SHIBATA, Jitsuhisa

For Shopping District
Branding Planning

Wista Inc.

Our work is to solve problems through 
visualization from planning to output to 
energize the town. For 26 years, I have been 
connected with a diverse range of people 
from shopping districts, kindergartens, and 
politicians of different genres. Driven by 
curiosity and experience, I am now starting 
up "Thinking for Fun Today.

Our Business

Key people in the town, such as shopkeepers, the secretary general of the 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the president of a private kindergarten, and 
a politician who is very strong in policy but not very good at elections.

Referral target

It is the fifth station of my dream when I 
am working at what I love. I want to see 
the view at the top by continuing to climb.

My dream

category

Mail yuichi.kato.wista@gmail.com

KATO, Yuichi

Food & Beverage 
specialized PR video production
TSUMUGU Inc.

Short video production specializing in food 
and beverage that will "make you drool".

Our Business

Food and Beverage Consulting
Referral target

Through Japanese OMOTENASHI culture, 
contribute to solving Japan's social 
problems and creating a brighter Japanese 
society.

My dream

category

Mail kohei@tsumugu.one

SHIBUYA, Kohei

interior design
(Hotel-like space)

HOAP Inc.

interior design
Our Business

Managers who want to attract customers
Managers who want to attract employees
Managers who want to attract patients

Referral target

To create designs that people will 
remember.

My dream

category

Mail info@hoap.tokyo

OGAWA, Hiroyuki

YouTube Planning
and Production

(Education)

Assist in planning, managing, filming, editing
as well as monetizing on YouTube.

Our Business

If you are considering your first activity on YouTube, if you have not been 
successful in growing your channel and increasing viewer engagement, or if you 
are looking to monetize your channel.

Referral target

Annual sales of 10 million next year
My dream

category

Mail i.msy.bsk@icloud.com

INOUE, Masaya

Video production 
(overseas expansion)

UKIUKI PROJECT Inc.

Making videos for companies that want to
sell their services and products overseas and
expand their sales channels.

Our Business

Companies that can afford the cost of promotion (small to medium-sized 
companies with annual sales of about 500 million to 1 billion)
Companies that have a service or product with a very strong USP

Referral target

Making the family happy.
My dream

category

Mail mohey7256@gmail.com

MOHRI, Shohei



Global busienss supportGlobal busienss support
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Business English
 (Overseas business developments)
EJD

For the Japanese members -- To support those 
intending to develop business overseas by 
brushing up their business communication, 
presentation and negotiation skills in English
For international members -- To support your 
business development in Japan through 
consultation and training of Japanese business 
culture

Our Business

For the Japanese members -- Those intending to develop business overseas // 
For international members -- Those who wish to develop business in and /or  with 
Japan  

Referral target

To evitalise Japan by pushing forward 
cross-cultural busiensses.

My dream

category

URL https://kurisakien.wordpress.com/about/
https://www.facebook.com/Yoshiko.Geneva
https://www.instagram.com/yoshikokurisaki/

Mail yoshiko.kurisaki@gmail.com

KURISAKI, Yoshiko

Immigration Attorney for Visas
International Immigration Attorney
 Katahira legal management office 

① We support visa applications for coming 
to Japan from overseas. ②We assist in 
establishing a company and applying for a 
visa to expand into Japan market.

Our Business

① Foreigners who want to work in Japan ② Foreigners who want to live in Japan 
③ Companies who want to expand into the Japanese market

Referral target

By supporting foreigners to come to 
Japan, we hope to further develop and 
revitalize Japan!

My dream

category

URL https://www.katahira-office.jp/
Mail info@katahira-office.jp

KATAHIRA, Yusuke

Coaching for 
daily English conversation

I  offer personalized coaching to improve 
English. You can excel in your career, travel 
confidently, or communicate better.

Our Business

adults who wish to enhance their English language skills.
Referral target

To help Japanese people achieve their dreams with English.
My dream

category

URL https://www.instagram.com/engcoach.reina/
Mail reinaloha14@gmail.com

HORIO, Reina

Specializing in processed foods
Southeast Asia Export Support
KANTAN Inc.

We specialize in 
(1) sales strategy development, 
(2) sales representation, 
(3) logistics support, and 
(4) overseas video production for processed 
food manufacturers.

Our Business

Professional business with manufacturers as clients Sales promotion support 
services (web, SNS, sales representative, video, consulting, etc.) Local processed 
food manufacturers with annual sales of 100 million to 5 billion yen Managers 
who are concerned about the shrinking domestic market

Referral target

Becoming the Japanet Takata of Southeast Asia
My dream

category

HIBI, Kento

Certified Public Accountant
(Overseas and Japan)

We provide international tax support for clients 
(both corporations and individuals) who are 
moving into or out of Japan. Conversely, we 
provide international tax support for foreign 
companies and foreign nationals moving into or 
out of Japan. In addition to taxation, we also 
provide one-stop services including accounting, 
legal, establishment, visa, and trade customs 
advice.

Our Business

Companies looking to expand overseas, individuals considering moving overseas, 
foreign companies looking to expand into Japan, foreign nationals, and other 
professionals who have clients in Japan.

Referral target

We will be an accounting firm that can 
compete globally!

My dream

category

Mail aokiintertax@gmail.com

Aoki International Tax Accounting Office

AOKI, Issei



Startup financing support
Sogo Office Co.

IPO Startup Support
Our Business

Companies aiming for IPO ・Startup companies Angel investors, presidents of 
listed companies, venture capitalists

Referral target

The birth of a unicorn company from a 
customer.

My dream

category

Mail r.imanaka@sogooffice.com

IMANAKA, Ryutaro

Business SupportBusiness Support
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

By an active announcer
Lecture on How to Communicate
Foot Media (outsourcing)

No one has ever taught you anything directly
related to business.
Teaching the art of communicating

Our Business

You want to change your business and your life with just one way of 
communicating! If you want to change your business and your life with just one 
way of communicating

Referral target

To remain active forever and continue 
to share their skills with the public.

category

Mail taro.wonderwall@gmail.com

My dream

KAWAMURA, Taro

Credit Card (Corporate)

Are you making the most effective use of your 
corporate card? I suspect that there are not many 
people who can confidently answer "Yes" to the 
question, "Are you making the most of your 
current corporate card? We would like to 
propose a better way to use your corporate card, 
taking into consideration the current situation of 
the credit card industry as well as the advantages 
of introducing a corporate card.

Our Business

Managers who do not have a corporate card, sole proprietors/tax accountants, 
accountants, newly established corporations, and those who are thinking of 
becoming independent.

Referral target

To be a sales person who can help 
customers with all the knowledge and 
contacts I have and help them develop their 
business to the maximum extent possible 
through the card.

My dream

category

OKABE, Hiroaki

Mail Hiroaki.Okabe@aexp.com

Stock income type EC
Operation on behalf of

We offer "stock income" that can earn you as 
much as $4.3 million per year. Low-risk, no-stock 
sales with automatic listing of hit products from 
Amazon.com on eBay. Our company will manage 
this on your behalf using AI, so you can earn 
stable profits effortlessly. For more information, 
please visit 1to1!

Our Business

Clients: Too busy managers, CPAs, and lawyers who want to manage their assets 
with ease
Collaborators:  Organizers of  management exchange meetings,  asset 
management consultants, BNI super givers

Referral target

Stock income will provide managers with more peace of mind and increase the number of 
givers. Referrals from them will expand the chain of trust and create a world without conflict.

My dream

category

Mail kimura@arc-pro.co.jp

NPO Japan Reuse Association

KIMURA, Motoi

Eco-Imagine Inc.

Mail richecozo@gmail.com

cash-flow coach
(Manufacturing)

Cash Flow Coach Training School" to train 
Cash Flow Coaches® to support both "vision" 
and "money" management.

Our Business

Tax accountants, laborers, small business consultants, other professionals, 
coaches, and consultants who want to continue a long-term advisory contract at 
a fee they can afford.

Referral target

To have Cash Flow Coach® recognized 
as a new profession and to be one of 
the top 10 professions that people 
want to be in.

My dream

category

IMANI, Gozo

For High Net Worth Individuals
Wholesale of top brand-name 

overseas inventory.

Our strength is direct procurement from overseas, 
and we provide information on the latest releases 
of top brands at wholesale prices. We provide 
services that support our clients from the launch 
of owned media (in-house EC), daily display of the 
latest items, and inventory linkage. We provide 
not only EC site construction services, but also 
sales support including real sales.

Our Business

・Persons in any industry with affluent customers
・Owners of select stores

Referral target

Making yourself happy by making the 
important people around you happy 
with world-class matchmaking.

My dream

category

Mail h.iwamoto@eurobrand.jp

SANEI Co.

IWAMOTO, Hirooki

Purchase of accounts receivable

Accounts Receivable Purchase (Factoring) 
General fundraising

Our Business

Presidents who want to raise funds, and professionals who are involved in this 
field.

Referral target

Business Expansion　
Management support for small and 
medium-sized businesses nationwide

My dream

category

Mail kijima@elnest-facto.com

NID Co.

KIJIMA, Takashi

Customer Support
AI-enabled services

Using AI to effectively improve the efficiency of 
customer service operations,
It will also improve the operations of the customer
support staff.

Our Business

Companies that can consider AI-ization (automation) of customer support. 
Especially where there are call centers, etc.

Referral target

To create company bases in ASEAN, 
Europe, and the United States.

My dream

category

NANASE Inc.

KAJIHARA, Atsushi

Fan Building Seminar
Produced by

LifeGoal International Inc.

For professionals with knowledge, skil ls,  and 
strengths, we provide guidance and consultation on 
seminar creation, and produce sales promotion 
s em ina r s  t h a t  w i l l  h e l p  y ou  g a i n  a  d e ep  
understanding of your products and turn you into a 
fan.
We support the development of certification and 
certified instructor training courses from the ground 
up.

Our Business

Managers, professionals, salespeople, consultants, coaches, etc. who have yet to 
create a seminar that demonstrates their strengths, who want to communicate the 
appeal of their products and increase their fan base, and who want to create a system 
that attracts repeat customers rather than one-shot sales.

Referral target

To support lively business owners by efficiently monetizing the experience and achievements 
accumulated over the years, eliminating worries about sales and retirement. To create a better 
world by passing on the wonderful know-how each of us possesses to the children of the next 
generation.

My dream

category

Mail info@akikerr.com

KA, Aki

global
executive coach

Waterview Consulting Group Inc.

xecutive coaching, compliance e-learning 
training, and corporate training for Japanese 
and Japanese companies located overseas

Our Business

Business coaches and training companies, executives of companies aiming to 
become unicorn companies, MBA graduates, business people before and during 
overseas assignments

Referral target

The Japanese people have wonderful characteristics and business ethics that are rare in the 
world. To make the most of them and accompany Japanese businesspeople to become 
global leaders and change the world.

My dream

category

IMAIZUMI, Eriko

Instagram management
for stores

We provide management and support for stores to 
link Instagram and Google.

Our Business

Stores
Referral target

I want to visit different places.
My dream

category

Mail n-kishimoto@growing-bs.com

Growing Co.

KISHIMOTO, Norio

Sales of labor-saving equipment

Sales of labor-saving equipment to ease restaurant 
operations

Our Business

Restaurants, food factories
Referral target

Making the food and beverage industry 
a popular industry!

My dream

category

Mail ogachin33@gmail.com

Mirai Equipment Sales Co.

OGAWA, Atsushi



business psychologist
Ishikawa Management Psychologist Office

provide advice from a psychological
perspective to managers on human resource
issues, such as dealing with managers who 
are too harsh with their  subordinates,  
causing turnover, and appointing managers 
with a strong desire for public service.

Our Business

Managers with 5 or more employees
Referral target

We would like to help as many managers as possible who have problems 
related to people.

My dream

category

Mail popularsongplace@gmail.com

TSUCHIYAMA, Makoto

Business SupportBusiness Support
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

DXing of reception slips

DX the reception form without changing its 
appearance.
Eliminates the need to input reception slips 
into Excel or Spushi.

Our Business

Esthetic salons, nail salons, computer repair stores, golf courses, and other stores 
using paper reception forms

Referral target

Make Japan a country where future 
Japanese can say, "I am glad I was born 
Japanese.

My dream

category

HARADA, Junichiro

Mail harada@codeless-tech.com

codeless technology inc.

defined contribution corporate
pension plan

Introduction of defined contribution pension 
plans for small and medium-sized companies 
- Investment education and follow-up of 
pension plans
Planning of retirement benefits and pensions 
through defined contribution pension plans

We are in charge from entrance to exit.

Our Business

・Corporations wishing to prepare a corporate pension plan
・Managers who want to prepare for retirement
・Individuals who wish to plan for the introduction of a defined contribution 
pension plan

Referral target

Staying by the customer's side as a 
representative

My dream

category

Mail hirabayashi@itcstg.jp

HIRABAYASHI, Yosuke

Cleaning water using Ultra
Fine Bubble technology

Cleaning water using Ultra Fine Bubble
technology

Our Business

Individuals and companies/kindergartens, nursery schools, nursing care facilities, 
animal hospitals, pet stores, and cleaners who want to achieve cleaning and 
deodorization without health hazards and environmental pollution, and who 
want to improve cleaning work efficiency

Referral target

We would like to deliver GBW (cleaning water using ultrafine bubble 
technology), which is friendly to people and the environment, to the world.

My dream

category

K&S Co.

Mail info@k-s.tokyo

KOMATSU, Tomoko

Houseplant Rental

This is a system in which the customer does not 
have to do anything at all.
You can leave all plant management to us, from 
the troublesome watering of the plants! We will 
also provide suggestions on plant placement, 
plant type selection, etc. (170 cm in height, from 
3,000 yen per month, available in major cities 
nationwide through franchise partners) Offices, 
restaurants, stores, hospitals, hotels, etc.

Our Business

(1) Those who want to install houseplants with full care and maintenance. Those who 
design and design offices and stores.
(2) Corporations that are implementing or considering health management, stress 
checks, and SDGs.

Referral target

We want to create a green and affluent 
society by promoting green activities. And we 
want to put the brakes on global warming, 
even if only in a small way.

My dream

category

Mail shimoda@green-pocket.biz

Green Pocket Katsushika Nishi

SHIMODA, Hiroshi

TV shopping support

We provide "TV Home Shopping Support".
As  an advert is ing agency specia l iz ing in  TV 
shopping, we provide total support from product 
selection consultation, program production, 
proposal and management of broadcast slots, to 
order receipt.

Our Business

(1) Companies interested in TV shopping (2) Companies currently doing "B to B" TV 
shopping and considering "B to C" in the future (3) Companies with products for 
housewives or for people in their 60s and 70s (4) OEM companies for cosmetics, health 
foods, daily necessities, etc. (5) Advertising agencies that do not handle TV

Referral target

I want the TV shopping programs I am involved in to be broadcast around the 
world and deliver our clients' products to people all over the world.

My dream

category

Mail niinomi@onsc.jp

On Shopping Club Co.

NIINOMI, Tsuyoshi

Closing skill 
improvement instructor

Saturday-Sunday in person at Roppongi
for 2 days
The course is designed to help participants
acquire "presentation skills that make it easy 
to listen and speak" and "closing skills that 
will always lead to agreement on the next 
STEP" in the course.

Our Business

Real Estate Sales　
Insurance Sales

Referral target

He opened a terakoya and taught
studies to the children of kinsmen.

My dream

category

Mail takemasa.kunitomo
　　　　　　@merck.com

FM Academy

KUNITOMO, Takemasa

Used PCs with warranty
TMR Works, Inc.

Used PCs? We sell and rent high 
cost-performance PCs that will surprise you!
Also, beat Otsuka Shokai! Otsuka Shokai 
Association! a community of companies 
selling office automation and 
communication equipment!

Our Business

End users: Newly opened businesses, companies that hire employees
Business partners: companies selling office automation and telecommunications 
equipment, Those who work in telework-related businesses.

Referral target

To make my company better than my 
father's company!

My dream

category

Mail t-maeno@tmrworks.co.jp

MAENO, Takahiro

HJPCorporation Inc.

Mail m-matsuura@hjp.co.jp

Store Equipment 
Installation Consultant

Subsidized air conditioning and kitchen 
equipment sales

Our Business

Restaurant owners
Referral target  

Bringing Japan's great restaurants 
overseas!

category

MATSUURA, Masataka

My dream

Grant Consultant
(New Business)

We specialize in establishing sales and marketing 
schemes for products and services utilizing subsidies 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry, and provide a one-stop, speedy 
service from application to receipt of payment.
Our team consists of new business development 
specialists from business companies with MBAs and 
former financial institutions, and we provide optimal 
support by utilizing our wide range of knowledge 
and experience.

Our Business

(1) Corporations and sole proprietors who wish to utilize subsidies for sales of their BtoB 
services and products(2) Corporations and sole proprietors who want to start a new 
business with the lowest initial cost possible(3) Professional sinesses (offices) & BtoB 
businesses such as machinery trading companies, manufacturers, printing companies, 
advertising agencies, etc.

Referral target

We want to maximize cash-in for all small businesses and free them from 
financial hardship.

My dream

category

Mail toda@kumade-kk.com

KUMADE Co.

TODA, Takuji

Small Business Financing
(Financing)

We provide assistance to small  businesses in 
obtaining financing from banks and public finance 
corporations, mock interviews, and even how to 
deal with banks.

Our Business

Small businesses, those looking to raise funds for capital investment to expand 
their business, etc.

Referral target

Improvement  o f  the  s ta tus  o f  SME 
diagnosticians

My dream

category

Mail yhiranuma04@gmail.com

Hiranuma Consulting

HIRANUMA, Yuji

Management Board Games
(Team Building)

I am a certified navigator for Konosuke Matsushita 
Practical Management and other programs.
I mainly work with board games as a tool for training 
organizations and individuals within companies. The 
games have been well received as a way to learn 
th rough  exper ience  the  " t rue  power  o f  an  
organization. The beauty of the game is that it can 
be experienced through experience, not theory. 
Cooperation" in the true sense of the word. To what 
extent are you practicing it?

Our Business

Offers company introduction and participation in training board games.
Referral target

Talking about their lives and dreams in a 
safe space with their loved ones. It will 
continue to be such a place.

My dream

category

Mail t-masuda@sk-nakama.or.jp

MASUDA, Taichi



Personal Information 
Protection Services

Japan Personal Information Security Association 

We provide "employee training contents" + 
"consultation" + "compensation for leakage 
and litigation costs" to prevent leakage 
accidents in personal safety management 
measures for personal information through 
our membership program.

Our Business

Managers of business entities such as franchises, staffing agencies, nursing 
homes, tutoring schools, and many other business establishments where many 
employees handle personal information..Group operators of trade associations 
and membership organizations.

Referral target

Protect people" and "work environment" by protecting personal information
My dream

category

Mail yokoi@kojinjyouho.or.jp

YOKOI, Hidekazu

Financial Strategy Expert

Our Business

Referral target

My dream

category

Mail

m's consulting, inc.

MIYASHITA, Hironari in preparation

Business SupportBusiness Support
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PromotionPromotion
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Specializing in the sports domain
Branding Promotion

INOCES Corporation

Athlete x Business "Asbizi
We cast athletes, brand and promote your 
company's products and services through 
sports.
Leave it  to us for sports branding and 
expansion into the sports market.

Our Business

・Companies that want to increase sales by improving the credibility and 
empathy of their products and services
・Managers who wish to have athletes and sports people use their products and 
services.

Referral target

We want to create a culture in which athletes can be active in areas other 
than sports and solve corporate issues through their activities.

My dream

category

Mail koike@inoces.co.jp

KOIKE, Masaki

QR payments to
attract customers

KOC JAPAN Inc.

Web payment system "C PON
Our Business

Restaurant Owner
Referral target

billionaire
My dream

category

Mail hakase.koc@gmail.com

AKIYAMA, Hiroshi

High Branding
Web production that leads to
PXD Inc.

We work with the very best 120% of people 
who are looking for stylish design! We focus 
on branding, planning & production, 
construction, consulting, and maintenance 
related to web production to solve your 
problems and issues!

Our Business

Those who want to create a stylish website that is competitive with other 
companies and stores.

Referral target

To continue to be the best supplier that can fulfill our customers' desires. 
We will eventually become a company with annual sales of 10 billion yen!

My dream

category

Mail ono@pxd.jp

ONO, Akiko

megaHon Corporation

Press release school
management

＼Support group for spreading small 
business / We make famous unknown 
products that presidents and business 
owners want to spread by utilizing press 
releases used by public relations. Specifically, 
we support our clients to plan and create 
their own press releases in 6 months to 
obtain press coverage and attract customers.

Our Business

●People who deal with interesting products●People who want to do their own 
PR activities●People who regularly open new stores or launch new products●
Consultants who want to attract customers and increase sales

Referral target

Even "adults" look like they are having fun! I am challenging myself to live a fun 
life so that more children will be able to say, "I'm an adult!

Mail chiba@megahonpr.com

My dream

category

Megahon CHIBA, Yohei

VR Production
Senden Corporation

VR production specializing in video:
VR office tours for recruiting / VR training for inner 
branding / VR product introductions and VR results 
introductions for advertising / 360-degree videos of 
founder's messages, etc.  We also produce VR 
exhibitions, VR factory tours, and other content for 
use in various industries. We also produce VR 
exhibitions, VR factory tours, and other content that 
can be used in various industries.

Our Business

Managers of real estate, nursing homes, bridal businesses, and restaurants who 
are focusing on advertising. Companies that focus on recruitment.

Referral target

To create value that has never existed before, and to do work that brings value and joy 
to as many customers as possible.

My dream

category

Mail adaigo.senden@gmail.com

DAIGO, Ayako

Video Production
(Specializing in crowdfunding)
UKIUKI PROJECT Co.

We will follow up your project to open a 
crowdfunding stall with our creative power 
and lead your project to success!
Video promotion is especially effective!
We can make your crowdfunding project a 
huge success by conveying information to 
your customers in a few minutes of video!

Our Business

Companies with innovative new products or services for BtoC
Companies that are not looking for funding, but rather for PR and sales channel 
development
Companies in Japan or overseas that want to do large-scale promotions.

Referral target

To become the best creative director in the industry and achieve 1 billion yen in 
support!

My dream

category

Mail sakoda.design@gmail.com

SAKODA, Hiroyuki

Strong in planning
Advertising agency

GLAPentertainment Inc.

SNS Marketing (Instagram Twitter TikTok and 
others)
Influencer Casting
Model/Talent Casting
Web ad management, SNS ad management, 
even t  p roduc t ion ,  web  p roduc t ion ,  
e-commerce site production

Our Business

Business owners operating EC sites who want to achieve monthly sales of 10 
million (B to C)

Referral target

Achieved 1 billion in annual sales and gained recognition as GLAP, a trusted planning 
company in the social networking community.

My dream

category

Mail takashi-yamada@glap-e.com

YAMADA, Takashi

For the Construction Industry
Instagram Management

Instagram operation agency and consulting for the 
construction industry

Our Business

Building industry (housing industry, real estate industry, building materials 
manufacturers, construction companies)

Referral target

Independent digital marketing consultant
My dream

category

Mail nakamua@capsule-g.co.jp

capsule Co.,Ltd

NAKAMURA, Takehide



Super cool print design 
and production

TMG design

Graphic Design, Print Design, and Art Direction 
(Design and production of brochures, catalogs, 
posters, image editing, composition, business 
materials in PowerPoint and PDF, business cards, 
original merchandise production, logo design, 
product banner creation)Corporate Design 
Advisory, Consulting, Design Instructor, Brand 
Development, Branding Strategy Development

Our Business

I'm a construction industry executive who wants to create a stylish brochure that 
conveys our strengths.

Referral target

Becoming a father who is respected 
for a lifetime by their children.

My dream

category

URL https://www.facebook.com/
           takahiro.matsumoto.12

Mail tmgdesign724@gmail.com

MATSUMOTO, Takahiro 

Increase Sales
Public Relations Strategy

Would you like to gain coverage from 
national TV, national newspapers, and other 
media outlets and increase your visibility by 
a landslide? We provide press release 
services to obtain coverage.

Our Business

Please introduce us to tax accountants, consultants, and advertising firms with 
many connections to business owners who wish to include PR in their strategies.

Referral target

To increase the number of people who spend their lives more abundantly and 
happily by connecting customers and the media and making them widely 
known. To create a win-win relationship by building a sales promotion power 
team to support our customers.

My dream

category

Mail info@fankul.com

OKADA, Kyoko

Funkle, Inc.

Management Consultant
(Business Model Development)

Dream and Passion Consultant" to increase sales 
throughout Japan and around the world.
Specializing in branding, sales improvement, and 
business model building, he is one of the most 
experienced sales improvement and overseas 
expansion consultants in Japan, having consulted 
with over 10,000 companies in 60 countries and 
given over 1,000 seminars and lectures in 20 years, 
attracting over 15,000 people and achieving results.
He specializes in creating a concrete plan in one hour 
that will increase sales for any company from day 
one.

Our Business

Managers who want to grow further, managers who want to expand overseas, 
managers who want to go public, sole proprietors, companies & organizations 
who want to request lectures & training

Referral target

Helping people throughout Japan and 
around the world realize their dreams

My dream

category

Mail info@dream-marketing.jp

WAKITA, Katsutoshi

BrandingBranding
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21ｐInternet reputation monitoring
Corporate Branding, Inc.

When bad publicity exists on the Internet, it can 
damage the image of a company and pose a 
variety of risks. Our firm can delete defamatory 
articles and identify the posters based on our 
extensive past experience. We are available 
nationwide, regardless of whether you are an 
individual or a corporation, so please contact us 
for a free consultation.

Our Business

Lawyers, recruitment consultants, and those involved in corporate branding
Referral target

My dream

category

TABATA, Takao

We have been an expert in countermeasures against online slander for 11 years. 
However, there are still many people who are crying themselves to sleep because 
they do not know that they can take action against online bad reputation.

Branding consultant through copy 
writing forwomen executives

KAYO・TOKYO

~a loving person who brings out your charm~
Coaching ／ Copywriting ／ Marketing
Former KIRIN（beverage company in Japan） 
Marketing Manager for 21years
    

Our Business

women executives（who want to start a new business ／ renew products and 
services）

Referral target

I want to increase the number of women who live happily and energetically .　
My dream

category

URL https://kayotokyo.com/ Mail kayosgw@gmail.com

SUGAWARA, Kayo

Video Production
(TV documentarized corporate video)
Rolling Inc.

We create video content that energizes Japan, 
mainly for TV programs.
With the skills we have cultivated through the 
production of business documentar programs 
and the use of famous narrators, we create 
videos that elevate corporate brands.

Our Business

Those involved in corporate branding.
Those who are helping companies in some way (e.g., lawyers, etc.).

Referral target

I have been searching for my dream for a long time.
My dream

category

Mail y-abe@rolling-mov.co.jp

ABE, Yutaka



Travel agency (group)
Sakura Tourist Co.

We will give shape to your wishes to go!
With 74 years of history in the travel industry, we 
are a company that can make comprehensive 
reservations and arrangements for domestic and 
internat ional  t ravel ,  f rom hotel  and inn 
arrangements to nationwide chartered buses, 
course creation, and dispatch of tour guides. 
You are welcome to just consult with us!

Our Business

・Those who are considering, planning, organizing, or conducting a trip.・Those 
who want to plan, study, propose, and execute bus tours.・Those who want to 
experience a different kind of travel! Those

Referral target

Five presidents from my own company Establish a regular "happiest 
travel groupEstablish a regular "happiest travel group
Establish a new business base in Okinawa

My dream

category

Mail m.niikuni@sakura-tourist.co.jp

NIIKUNI, Masakazu

Life SupportLife Support
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Living arrangements and arrangement of
leftover items Removal of Remnants

Lifestyle Support Shop Kosho Co.

Living arrangement - Arrangement of left overs - 
Removal of left overs
(We encourage a recycling-oriented society with 
an  eco- f r i end ly  ph i losophy  and  a im to  
contribute to a safe and secure society from the 
perspective of cost reduction. We will provide 
tailor-made solutions to our clients' problems in 
a cycle that only Kohsho can provide. Please feel 
free to contact us.

Our Business

Real estate leasing and management, real estate sales and purchases, adult 
guardianship services, professionals specializing in inheritance cases, and welfare 
providers.

Referral target

We have a desire to improve the cleanup, various types of liquidation, and reuse - 
recycle industry. We will make a better society with all possible collaborators.

My dream

category

IIZUKA, Tomotaka

Mail t.iizuka@kosho-asia.co.jp

Purchase of large quantities
of used goods

Genki no Heiwado Co.

Purchase of large quantities of long-term 
inventory, defective inventory, returned 
merchandise, and collector items

Our Business

Companies with large inventories, retiring collectors, and professionals who 
handle receivership cases such as bankruptcy of stores.

Referral target

To contribute and Givers to people around the world through my business.
My dream

category

URAKAMI, Kanta

Mail urakami@micketokyo.com

new car sales
Kigasawa Corporation

We are developing the business of selling 
new cars of all makes of imported and 
domestic cars. We deliver cars to all over 
Japan! Please contact me if you are in the 
market for a new car!

Our Business

Considering buying a new car.
You tend to change new cars in a short span of time (like less than 3 years).
You are very concerned about the resale value of the car you are planning to buy.

Referral target

category

KIGAZAWA, Yoji

Mail ky402hrk@yahoo.co.jp

Marriage counseling agency
where marriages

come true in 5 months
Mariage  Tutti

We are committed to marriages for couples 
in their 20s to 80s, regardless of whether it is 
their first marriage or second marriage. We 
have an unlimited number of matchmaking 
requests,  no matchmaking fees,  and a 
system that allows for multiple temporary 
relationships to find a lifelong partner.
Please do not worry about it alone.

Our Business

Those who seriously want to get married right now.
Those who want to open a marriage agency as a side business.

Referral target

I want to be involved so that as many people as possible can have happy 
marriages and children.

My dream

category

Mail masakotabuchi87@gmail.com

TABUCHI, Masako

script psychologist

The current situation is all created by your 
desire.
By rewriting the "script" in your mind, we can 
solve the problem at hand.
I specialize in "counseling for escaping from 
Asperger's to escape from moral harassment.

Our Business

Wife suffering from partner's moral harassment
Referral target

The key to maximizing power in the home is a wife's sincere smile.
By increasing the number of smiling wives, we will energize the world.

My dream

category

Mail chiiws226@gmail.com

SHIODA, Chisato

Fortune-telling
 'Five Elements Reason ology'

Problem solving based on birth date and 
time of birth, future prediction, and training 
of five-element reasoning appraisers.

Our Business

Fortune tellers who have a community, or whose own wife is a fortune teller.
Referral target

Increasing the number of five-element 
appraisers throughout the country.

My dream

category

URL https://www.birei-campanula.com/
Mail birei_sakagami@yahoo.co.jp

SAKAGAMI, Birei

Campanula

General maintenance
of vehicles

Tsubasa Motors Ltd.

We can service a wide range of vehicles from 
light cars to 3-ton trucks. We offer a wide 
range of services related to cars, including 
vehicle inspections, inspections, breakdown 
repairs, and parts installation.

Our Business

Corporations that use transportation and vehicles for business activities mainly in 
the Tama area, and individuals who have their vehicles inspected at gas stations 
or unfamiliar places.

Referral target

To be the No.1 trusted maintenance shop in Chofu City
To be a 100-year company for four generations of parents and children.

My dream

category

Mail shiroshi0403@gmail.com

KAWABATA, Hiroshi

Life Profiling

My programming is designed for executives 
to enhance their success and fortunes. 　
Succession planning using AI.

Our Business

Kindergarten, nursery school. coaching. consultant.
Referral target

I want to reach 100,000 people with my 
se rv ices  and  he lp  them ach ieve  
self-actualization.

My dream

category

URL https://www.lpajp.com/
Mail sudou9@gmail.com

SUDO, Kumiko

Tarot Reading

In tarot card readings, I will guide you to the 
pleasant and desired future.

Our Business

Individual business owners, managers, and company presidents who can utilize 
fortune-telling for business planning and employee welfare.

Referral target

My dream is to write books about 
fortune-telling, create YouTube content, and 
spread the benefits of fortune-telling to a wide 
audience, so that fortune-telling can be utilized 
more for the happiness of people.

My dream

category

URL https://shingetsu-mirai-44.jimdofree.com/
Mail ojigiman2@gmail.com

SHINGETSU, Kazu

ISD Personality Psychology

We will tell you in an easy-to-understand 
way what your birth date reveals about your 
personality and abilities. You will be able to 
deepen your self-understanding and enjoy 
the differences with others!

Our Business

Referral target

No more people with low self-esteem. All those who work hard are successful 
and happy! To be able to say. (including myself).

My dream

category

Mail sayako.nagano@gmail.com

NAGANO, Sayako

mobile communications
(low-cost SIM) sales

Hiiragi Consultant LLC

you me mobile SIM sales
Our Business

Individuals, sole proprietors, and small business owners looking to save money
Referral target

emigration
My dream

category

Mail hi-ragi-1101@pony.ocn.ne.jp 

TAGI, Nobuaki



Life SupportLife Support
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A flower store that
can deliver gold

award class flowers
Saito Flower Arrangement Co.

Flower arrangement sales - delivery
Our Business

Nursery school, kindergarten and club management
Referral target

We want to get young people as 
interested in flowers as possible.

My dream

category

TEL

Mail info@saito-flower.com

MURATA, Sodai

Career coaching for individuals
(middle management)

Honkizik Corporation

Self-confrontation training (4 courses)
Outside Mentor Support
Employee honest interviews
Professional coach training

Our Business

Second generation managers, HR managers, and HR managers of companies that 
have been in business for more than 10 years, have more than 100 employees, 
and have an HR department.

Referral target

Increase the number of people who truly 
live their lives.

My dream

category

Mail honkijiku@gmail.com

WAKUDA, Keitaro

House-style children's
photo studio

EXPROUD Corporation

Our Business

Referral target

My dream

category

Mail

FUSE, Ryuji
in preparation

Life Coach
 (A new life after 50s)

office selfish life

①Life coaching：Through dialogue, we will support 
your future life such as work, human relationships, way 
of life, and future plans.
②Strength coaching：Through dialogue, we will 
support you in developing your strengths and making 
the most of your individuality.
③Foundation coaching：Through dialogue, we 
strengthen the person's foundation and support a 
flexible and light life.

Our Business

1.Financial planner (can draw out customer's ideas)
2.Counselor (can support customers who are getting better)
3.Training instructor (can collaborate on Second Life training, etc.)

Referral target

Goal as a coach: To provide the world's highest 
level of coaching
Why: I want to create a world full of people who 
have dreams, turn those dreams into realistic 
goals, and make their dreams come true.

My dream

category

URL https://www.facebook.com/
                     shuji.hirabayashi

Mail officeselfishlife@gmail.com

HIRABAYASHI, Shuji



Medical and caring businessMedical and caring business
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

life insurance
(Medical Care and Cancer)

Proposal of coverage that gives shape to the 
customer's thoughts.
Inspection of current coverage and support 
for pre-disease and medical checkups.

Our Business

If you support women in business/entrepreneurship or have an entrepreneurial 
community

Referral target

To fulfill my role in realizing a society in 
which women can shine more brightly 
and play an active role freely and safely.

My dream

category

AOYAMA, Miki

foreign insurance company

Acupuncturist 
(acupuncture)

Ikumi Beauty Acupuncture Salon

He provides muscle care on business trips using 
acupuncture based on anatomy, kinesiology, and 
physiology as well as Oriental medicine. We aim for 
improvement in a short time and with a small 
number of acupuncture needles, using our unique 
techn ique  to  max im i ze  the  effec t  o f  each  
acupuncture needle and minimize the risk of 
internal bleeding. Our original beauty acupuncture 
treatment balances the muscles of the face, which 
are not usually taken care of, and returns the face to 
its original state.

Our Business

Models, celebrities, and other professionals who go out in public ・Managers who have 
a lot of dinners and are concerned about their face ・Businessmen who want to make a 
good impression at business meetings ・Adult women who want to resist aging ・
Beauty enthusiasts who want to maintain their beauty regimens

Referral target

category

My dream
Revolutionizing the acupuncture industry and creating a new movement in the age 
of health! Make acupuncture and moxibustion a profession to aspire to!

Mail ikumionline@gmail.com

AKIYAMA, Takayo

Introduction of Foreign
Technical Intern Trainees

Foundation of the Republic of Indonesia
Japan Technical Intern Trainees Support Center

We introduce foreign technical  intern 
t ra inees  f rom Indones ia .  We prov ide  
thorough training in Japanese from zero in 
the local country, so that all trainees are able 
to speak daily conversation in Japanese 
when they arrive in Japan.

Our Business

Cooperatives engaged in foreign technical internship programs, agriculture, 
nursing care, construction, and factory operators

Referral target

Provide a happy working environment in Japan and continue to train 10,000 
people a year who can start their own businesses after returning to their home 
countries.

My dream

category

Mail a_net_fp@yahoo.co.jp

ABE, Shoichi

Judicial Scrivener
(Dementia measures)

Tetsu Takahashi Judicial Scrivener Office

For general  registration services,  such as 
changing the name of real estate for sale and 
inheritance, incorporation of companies and 
corporations, and transfer of head office, leave it 
to our experienced judicial  scrivener,  Mr.  
Takahashi, who has 20 years of experience in the 
field. We also specialize in adult guardianship 
services for managing the assets of elderly 
persons with dementia, and family trust services, 
which are a hot topic today. Please feel free to 
consult with us!

Our Business

Real estate brokerage salespeople who handle sales deals every month.
Referral target

Become the number one judic ia l  
scrivener in Bunkyo-ku! Become the 
savior of the elderly in the super-aging 
society!

My dream

category

Mail takahashi@tetsu-office.com

TAKAHASHI, Tetsu

Shigemasa Labor and Social Insurance Office

We assist persons with disabilities in receiving 
disability pensions by utilizing our experience in 
employing persons  with disabil i t ies  at  a  
special-purpose subsidiary. We also propose 
employment policies for persons with disabilities to 
companies that are facing challenges in employing 
persons with disabilities, and provide other 
personnel and labor advice in line with the 
employment of persons with disabilities.

Our Business

People with intellectual disabilities and their families who are in need of pension 
benefits. ・Medical social workers and those who have a welfare network ・Labor 
and social security attorneys and other professionals.

Referral target

We hope to contribute to the creation of a social structure that does not leave behind 
people with disabilities and other socially vulnerable groups.

My dream

category

Labor and Social Security Attorney
(Disability Pension)

Mail sr.shigemasa@gmail.com

SHIGEMASA, Tomohiro

カテゴリー

Specializing in Exosomes
Referrals and Sales

Langrove Corporation

Human stem cell supernatant solution has 
been attracting attention in various fields, 
and we handle the highest concentration of 
exosomes in Japan.

Our Business

Beauty clinics and esthetic salons that want to handle exosomes
People who are interested in health and beauty over 40 years old.

Referral target

We would like to inform the general public of the existence of Exosome, a 
human stem cell culture supernatant solution, so that they can experience 
that such a thing really exists and take care of their own health.

My dream

Mail  kobayashi@runglobe.co.jp

KOBAYASHI, Tadayuki

category

We reduce inheritance taxes on medical corporation 
equity to zero, preventing tax payments, cash flow, 
and disputes within the family. We support the 
certified medical corporation system, which allows 
tax exemption of hundreds of millions of dollars for 
the succession of interests in medical corporations. 
We also act as an intermediary for third-party 
succession when a successor cannot be found.

Our Business

Managers of medical corporations, waiting for managers of medical corporations 
as customers, and tax advisors

Referral target

I would like to provide services in my 
area of expertise to assist you and 
satisfy you in your pocket.

My dream

category

Mail emptyhandbf@icloud.com

Fumita Fujisawa & Associates

FUJISAWA, Bunta

Long-term care hair removal
Famille

We recommend ha i r  removal  f rom the  
sensitive areas (V-line, I-line, and O-line) in 
advance to avoid burdening third-party 
caregivers with wiping and ablutions when 
you become a caregiver in the future.

Our Business

Nursing homes, beauty salons, esthetic clinics, mobile salons, etc.
Referral target

I want to have time and money to live a 
vibrant life!

My dream

category

Mail misaaaki0803@yahoo.co.jp

TOYODA,  Misaki

Dental services covered
 by public medical insurance

We provide preventive oral health screenings, 
cleanings, and periodontal care.

Our Business

People who desire to maintain their natural teeth for a lifetime.
Referral target

To contribute to society by providing 
dental care.

My dream

category

Mail tseguchidc@gmail.com

Ginza Seguchi Dental Clinic

SEGUCHI, Yoshie

Otorhinolaryngology 
(Higashi-Oshima)

Otolaryngology practitioner
Our Business

Those suffering from otorhinolaryngological diseases
Referral target

Everyone around me is happy.
My dream

category

Mail yoshijibiinkouka@gmail.com

Yoshi Otorhinolaryngology

YAMANAKA, Hiroaki

Certified tax accountant
(Business succession utilizing the certified

medical corporation system)



Ebisu Yokocho
Wagyu Harami Hormone

Casa Plus One, Inc.

Ebisu Yokocho Wagyu Harami Hormone Store 
Business

Our Business

epicure
Referral target

To make Ebisu Yokocho a delicious side street.
My dream

category

Mail fudousan@casa-realestate.up

HINO, Genta

RestaurantsRestaurants
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Italian Chef Catering
Abele LLC

Our philosophy is to give back to the
primary industry.
Onsite restaurant service by "traveling
chefs

Our Business

Eventers or people who often gather
people who want to be a traveling chef at home.
People who need help with meal-related issues in planning.

Referral target

Business expansion to major 
Asian cities

My dream

category

Mail abere.official@gmail.com

ABE, Tomonori

自分の夢

Chianti, a long-established
restaurant in Roppongi

Restaurant Chianti has been loved by many 
since its establishment in 1960. Please take 
your time to spend a special moment with 
your loved ones.

Our Business

Please introduce us to your loved ones and those who want to spend a special 
time with you.

Referral target

Restaurant Chianti will continue to be 
loved by everyone beyond its 100th 
anniversary.

My dream

category

URL www.chianti-1960.com
Mail ryu@chianti-1960.com

KAWAZOE, Ryutaro

CENTO Corporation

Using the finest chicken
Yakitori Dining

Japrise Inc.

We have a 69-seat yakitori restaurant in Shinjuku. Our 
yakitori using "Kai Gokumi Chicken" and "Bizakura 
Chicken," which are freshly harvested in the morning, 
are our first choice. Among them, we recommend the 
"Kami-Hatsu" with Hatsu Moto!

Our Business

・For those who often have a drink in Shinjuku 
・For those who organize a drinking party
・Those who often hold events ・Searching for a rental space

Referral target

To make Katayama Chicken Restaurant 
one of the 100 best yakitori restaurants 
in Japan.

My dream

category

Mail naoki.5193074@icloud.com

KATAYAMA, Naoki

Transgender karaoke bar
Aphrodite

Management and operation of a karaoke bar 
where
transgender people work.

Our Business

Those who often eat and drink in the Roppongi area and are looking for a
mixed gender bar.

Referral target

You want to open a second store. I want to create a store that is loved by both
customers and staff.

My dream

category

Mail iwawa.gegege611v@gmail.com

IWASHITA, Hisaki

Akasaka's brand Japanese beef
Ristorante where you can eat
SKG Inc.

Operation of MEAT&GRILL MARCO
Ristorante where you can eat Akasaka brand 
Japanese beef

Our Business

Looking for a place for dinner, date, or anniversary dinner in the Minato-ku area.
Referral target

multiple store expansion
My dream

category

Mail kikuchiskg00@gmail.com

KIKUCHI, Shogo

Simple Japanese cuisine
with a focus on the season

Kuchiken Co.

Managed one Japanese restaurant.
Our Business

If you are looking for a restaurant for business entertainment, etc.
Referral target

To make Japan healthy for our children and grandchildren and for the 
next generation.     
To engage in seafood and shrimp aquaculture business in order to provide 
our customers with a stable supply of seafood dishes.

My dream

category

Mail takesheey@gmail.com

YAMAGUCHI, Takeshi

Korean Cafe & Dining

Establ ished 22 years  ago in Funabori ,  
Edogawa-ku, Tokyo. We offer authentic 
Korean cuisine in a wide variety of formats, 
including in-store, mail order, and catering.

Our Business

(1) Those who live or work in Edogawa-ku who like Korean food.(2) Organizers 
and organizers of social gatherings and events who often use catering services.
(3) Those who order and are in charge of corporate get-togethers and boxed 
lunches.

Referral target

To increase the total amount of enriching time for those involved through 
food! To create a better educational environment for our children and 
descendants!

My dream

category

Funawa Ltd.

Mail showa.t0915@gmail.com

TAKAHASHI, Showa

Dining Bar in Tokiwadai
Beef tongue bar

Bar where you can enjoy beef tongue and drinks
Our Business

For those who l ive near Ikebukuro Station/Tobu Tojo Line/Tokiwadai 
Station/Itabashi Ward.
Those who want to use the space for business/event space/meeting space

Referral target

To open a board game café.
My dream

category

Mail a213040a213040@gmail.com

TAGUCHI, Koichi

Authentic
Indian Curry Restaurant

TADOKORO LLC

Indian Curry "Namaste
1 minute walk from Hongo Sanchome station on 
Marunouchi Subway Line and Oedo Line.

Our Business

Those who are interested in food and health.　
Those who live and work in the Hongo 3-chome area and along the Marunouchi 
Line and Oedo Line.

Referral target

To farm with friends who are interested in food safety, and to create a 
community of produce restaurants, direct sales outlets, children's cafeterias, 
etc.

My dream

category

Mail namaste.hongo3@gmail.com

TADOKORO, Tatsuya

Additive-free dashi gyoza
specialty restaurant

Additive-free dumplings made with Daisen chicken 
broth will be served in a course meal! We offer a 
dinner time with a fun attending of a comedian 
manager!

Our Business

Those who are willing to dine with us.
Referral target

To build a large house in Yatsugatake, Yamanashi Prefecture, build a barrel 
sauna, and have elegant tea time with a pet Jack Russell terrier.

My dream

category

aDoor Co.

NAITO, Koichi 

Ueno Girls Bar

Two minutes walk from Yushima Station in 
Ueno. The restaurant has 18 seats. Entertaining 
customers over the counter. A space that gives 
stress relief and an extraordinary experience. 
The store is safe and comfortable for women. 
Cus tomers  who  l i ke  to  d r ink  can  en joy  
themselves. Can offer services such as wedding 
after-parties, birthday parties, etc., where the 
restaurant can be rented and enjoyed at a low 
cost.

Our Business

People who have occasion to eat and drink in Ueno, people who want to use food 
and beverage at events, and people who have large groups of people to drink.

Referral target

To run a marine store.
My dream

category

Mail g.ogata0128@gmail.com

OGATA, Genki



FashionFashion
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Order-made Suits
Gemma

■Custom-made suits business
→Order suits that can be worn not only for 
business but also for private use.

Our Business

People who want to make suits with traditional fabrics unique to Japan.
Referral target

We want to prove that Japanese suits 
are the best in the world.

category

URL https://www.instagram.com/
              masahiro.kimura333/

Mail masahiro.kimura333
　　　　　　@gmail.com

KIMURA, Masahiro 

My dream



Health & wellnessHealth & wellness
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

healthy eating fasting

Fast ing support ,  based on molecular  
nutrition
Providing information on prevention,
dietary support, etc.

Our Business

People who want to lose weight, keep fit, prevent disease, have unexplained 
health problems, are pregnant, anti-aging, have symptoms that concern the 
body, etc.

Referral target

Prevention" should be the norm in society, 
rather than going to the hospital when you 
get sick. Eliminate "modern malnutrition. 
Make Japanese food safe.

My dream

category

healthy eating fasting

Mail sayas0426@hotmail.com

KONO, Saeko

Judotherapist
（Lower Back Pain Removal Program）

Our Business

Parents worried about children who have difficulty going out
Referral target

Let's all live our lives to the fullest as 
able-bodied people.

My dream

category

URL https://japan1.tokyo/
Mail sakura@japan1.tokyo

Sakura Therapy Center
Nakameguro Branch

SAKURA, Kensuke

Physical Therapist
(Gravity improves pain)

All staff members have experience working 
in orthopedics and are nationally certified 
physical therapists.
We use a tool called redcord to treat physical 
discomfort that does not lead to physical 
pain or soreness through treatment and 
exercise while the body is suspended.

Our Business

・Those who have physical problems that cannot be cured by any treatment 
center or hospital.・Those who want to heal their posture and body distortion.
・Those who want to exercise but cannot because of physical pain.

Referral target

Set up a local storefront
My dream

category

Mail obi0131.yoshi@gmail.com

Reconditioning Lab Life LLC

OBINATA, Yoshihiro

Sales of
nucleic acid collagen drinks

Collagen drinks for health and youthfulness
Our Business

Those who want to look and feel younger than their age, those who are anxious 
about their health checkups, and those who want to live a healthy and energetic 
life.

Referral target

We want many people to know what it takes to stay beautiful and healthy, 
and to share our joy.

My dream

category

Mail chicagoyouth711@yahoo.co.jp

HAYAKAWA, Yumi

In front of Shibuya Station
Indoor Driving Range

Indoor Golf Driving Range
Our Business

I want to take golf lessons.
I want my own driving range in the city center
I want to use it for my company's welfare

Referral target

We will realize an environment at our indoor driving range that will please everyone 
who is suffering from the shortage of golf driving ranges in the city center. We hope 
to create a bright and energetic community where such people can gather.

My dream

category

Mail nakamura@nakamu-c.com

NAKAMURA, Takahiro

Nakamu Company, LLC

Sales of basic cosmetics
made in Korea

GIBJapan　Inc.

We  a r e  engaged  i n  comprehen s i v e  
wholesale sales of basic cosmetics made in 
Korea, focusing on Korean skin care and 
f em t e c a r e  p r o d u c t s  t h r o u g h  o u r  
Japan-Korea trade business.

Our Business

Those who run esthetic salons, hair removal salons, or cosmetic stores and wish to 
sell Korean cosmetic products, etc.

Referral target

Five invested companies go public.
My dream

category

Mail ko@gibjapan.com

KO HYUNGSOOK

Advisor for
warm complementary innerwear

The thing people wear the longest is their 
underwear!By reviewing the shape and size of 
your underwear, we can help you solve your 
s ty le  problems and long-standing body 
discomforts. Warming up your body? Adjusting 
your posture? You know it's good, but you don't 
know how to do it! If you are having trouble 
getting results.
I will give you advice from the perspective of a 
former nurse. First, please tell us about your 
problems!

Our Business

・Those who want to improve cold, edema, back pain, weight loss, and posture.
・Body support professionals・Esthetics, bodywork, acupuncture and 
moxibustion, warming salon owners, trainers

Referral target

To increase the number of people who enjoy their lives with vigor and vitality.
To improve the vitality of the Japanese people!

My dream

category

Mail yea.coco8610@gmail.com

YOSHIMURA, Miki

For the wealthy
Meridian Lymphatic Massage
Kireido Acupuncture Clinic

Points are stimulated along meridians to flow to 
the lymph and improve the whole body.

Our Business

Managers, career women
Referral target

First of all, to protect the happiness of families.
To cheer up Japanese business owners with our techniques.

My dream

category

Mail kireidoshinkyu@gmail.com

EGUCHI, Tomoka

Cancer Finance
Advisor Training

Hyperthermia Association of Japan

We provide information on cancer and 
various other health-related topics.  In 
particular, we focus on the management of 
"Cancer Finance Advisor", a certification that 
enables people to learn more about cancer 
prevention, treatment, and money.

Our Business

Life insurance salespeople who deal with cancer and medical insurance
Those who want to study cancer
Those who deal with health products and services

Referral target

To reduce the number of cancer cases and deaths in Japan
My dream

category

Mail info@hyperthermia-japan.com

SUZUKI, Kento

Specializing in weight training
Personal Training

765 body design

A physique winner teaches,
・I want to build muscle because I have a low 
metabolism.
・I just want to stay fit.
Personal training specialized in weight 
training that will give you "body makeover 
success" beyond that.

Our Business

・Those who want to go beyond mere health maintenance and achieve their ideal 
body line.・Those who want to improve their sense of beauty through training.
・Those who want to succeed in bodybuilding and change the quality of their life.

Referral target

・IFBB pro ・Establish the image of a natural athlete x manager based on physique 
competitions.
Achieved sales of 1 million yen per month through BNI's referral marketing. ・Develop 
wellness business from 765 body design nationwide.

My dream

category

Mail seeeeey619@gmail.com

HIGUCHI, Seiya

Eye Care Osteopathy

Myopia, presbyopia, dry eye, LASIK, and ICL are 
all treated by all-hands using low-frequency 
waves to improve blood flow, exfoliate the 
muscles, and train them to eliminate their 
problems. We aim to create a culture of eye care, 
reduce the number of people suffering from eye 
problems, and achieve visual acuity of 0.7 or 
better at age 80.

Our Business

People with eye problems
Myopia, astigmatism, presbyopia, dry eyes, post-LASIK, post-ICL

Referral target

Creating a Culture of Eye Care
Researching the latest in eye care and creating technology in collaboration 
with university hospitals to see if eye diseases can be saved from care.

category

Mail mrks0727@gmail.com

M's Company, Inc.

My dream

KASHIMURA, Mizuki

Online-enabled yoga teacher

We operate a house yoga studio along the 
Ikegami line in Ota-ku, Tokyo. The salon offers 
yoga, aroma lymph massage, and listening 
therapy to approach the mind. Prescription 
yoga" is popular, and we have guests from 
outside of Tokyo as well. We also offer on-site 
and online services. Please leave it to us when 
you feel tired.

Our Business

・Those who want to improve their body from the foundation.・People who have not 
been practicing yoga for a long time People in the beauty industry
・People who are considering health management for their companies
・Those who live in Ota Ward or along the Tokyu Line.

Referral target

Support the health of as many people as possible
Energize society through yoga
Eliminate people whose minds are also affected by physical problems

My dream

category

Mail toyochika0610@gmail.com

Treat Oneself Salon

TOYOKAWA, Chika



Health & wellnessHealth & wellness
TRES STELLAS chapter TRES STELLAS chapter

Specializing in weight loss
Personal Training

LUXXS

Personal training specializing in weight loss. 
We provide total support for weight loss with 
effective training using knowledge and 
techniques  superv i sed  by  a  phys ica l  
therapist, dietary advice from a dedicated 
dietitian, and low-sugar home-delivered 
meals.

Our Business

Those who have experienced diet rebound and want to lose weight.
Those who are in the marriage activity business, matching business, or bridal 
business.

Referral target

We would like to create a facility where all health category services such as training, 
yoga, relaxation, etc. are available!

My dream

category

Mail a.watanabe@luxxs.jp

Watanabe Akinori


